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About this Report

Vietnam

This Sustainability Report provides an overview of Jadestone’s sustainability
approach and performance for the 12-month period from 1 January to
31 December 2020.

Block SC 57
HO CHI MINH CITY

Philippines

Block 51 PSC
Block 46/07 PSC
KUALA LUMPUR
SINGAPORE

It is part of Jadestone’s 2020 corporate reporting, along with the Annual Report
2020, and provides further insight into how the Company manages its material
sustainability risks, issues and opportunities, to create social, economic and
environmental value. This Sustainability Report was approved by Jadestone’s
Board of Directors.
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NEW PLYMOUTH

Maari

About Jadestone
Jadestone Energy is an independent
oil and gas company listed on
the AIM market of the London
Stock Exchange.
Jadestone’s business model focuses on acquiring mid-life producing
assets and stranded discoveries in the Asia Pacific region and,
through significant additional capital investment, maximising
reserves recovery and improving operating performance, thereby
extending field life beyond any previous expectations and creating
significant shareholder value.

New Zealand

Operational Footprint
Jadestone is focused solely on the Asia Pacific region, headquartered
in Singapore, with its principal technical team in Kuala Lumpur and
country operations based in Perth, Jakarta, Ho Chi Minh City and in
New Plymouth.
The Company’s asset portfolio includes:
•

100%-owned producing Montara oilfield, offshore Australia
(Timor Sea)

•

100%-owned producing Stag oilfield, offshore Australia
(North-West Shelf)

•

100% interest in the pre-development Nam Du and U Minh
gas fields, offshore southern Vietnam

Jadestone's Mission

•

To continue to grow as a leading
independent oil and gas development
and production company in Asia Pacific
respected as an operator, partner and
employer of choice.

90% interest in the pre-development Akatara gas field on the
Lemang PSC onshore South Sumatra, Indonesia

Jadestone is also expanding into New Zealand, by acquiring a
69% operated interest in the Maari asset, offshore New Zealand.
This transaction is subject to regulatory approvals and joint venture
partners’ acceptance. Following these approvals, the transaction will
close and control of the Maari project will transfer to the Group.

Jadestone’s full Mission & Values can be found on Jadestone’s website.

Reporting Scope and Boundaries

This report has been prepared in accordance with the Global
Reporting Initiative (“GRI”) Standards: Core option. Sectorspecific sustainability reporting guidance from IPIECA, the global,
not-for-profit upstream and downstream oil and gas industry
association, as well as London Stock Exchange ESG Reporting
Guidance have been consulted in the preparation of this report.
Finally, we have built further alignment with the recommendations
of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures
(“TCFD”) as well as the UN Sustainable Development Goals
(the “UN SDGs”).

Jadestone is committed to being transparent about sustainability
reporting boundaries and the effect of any changes in future
reporting years. Jadestone primarily reports on an ‘operational
control’ basis. This means that, in principle, this report focuses
on those assets, offices and activities where Jadestone is the
operator and over which it has control, in terms of policies and
practices during 2020, irrespective of the licensed operating party.
In the future, this may change to include other activities where
participation without full control is included, and will reflect
Jadestone’s influence wherever possible.

Memberships

As a result, the Stag and the Montara assets and operations in
Australia are a primary focus for many of the environment, health
and safety disclosures in this report. Where Jadestone is to assume
operational control in the near future (as is in particular the case
with the Maari asset in New Zealand), associated regulatory and
transitional activities and their impacts have been disclosed. At the
beginning of 2020, in response to the challenges of the COVID-19
global pandemic and approval delays, Jadestone made the decision
to defer its Vietnamese operations. Therefore, in contrast to 2019,
disclosures on Vietnam have been scaled back accordingly in 2020.

•

Platinum Sponsor Member of the Energy Club NT

•

Australian Petroleum Production & Exploration Association

•

Indonesian Petroleum Association

•

Energy Resources Aotearoa (previously the Petroleum
Exploration and Production Association of NZ)

Sustainability Data and Disclosures
Jadestone calculates its greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions in
accordance with the Australian National Greenhouse and Energy
Reporting (Measurement) Determination 2008. In 2020, GHG
emissions data includes relevant Australian subsidiaries as set out
in the National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act 2007, which is
also in line with Jadestone’s operational footprint.
This Sustainability Report has not been subject to external thirdparty assurance. However, to ensure stakeholder’s confidence
in environmental management and performance, Jadestone has
engaged an independent third-party environmental accounting firm
to prepare its 2020 Energy Use and GHG emissions data.
Jadestone has also sought support from MCC Environment &
Sustainability, an environment and sustainability consultancy
in developing its Environmental, Social and Governance (“ESG”)
agenda and disclosures further. These steps are a further testimony
to credibility and reasonable external assurance over this report.
Report feedback: Jadestone welcomes your feedback on this report
via esg@jadestone-energy.com
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‘Reportable’
environmental
incidents

90,000 t
Reduction of CO2-e
due to significant
reduction in flaring

Effective
stakeholder
consultation
across regions

14

mg/L

Average OIW
concentration

TCFD

Alignment across
risk and governance

88

%

Nationals directly
employed by
Jadestone

15

Reduction of
overall GHGs

Lost Time
Injuries (LTIs)
at operating assets

28.7

$

mm

Paid in local
taxes and fees
in Asia Pacific

Incidents of
non-compliance
in business ethics

Corporate
governance
code adoption

ESG

COVID-19

0

Workforce kept
safe in COVID-19

We also introduced measures to ensure the safety of our
employees, as well as processes to minimise disruption to our
business activities. Looking back and reflecting on this toughest
of years, it is clear that Jadestone, and everyone who works within
the business have navigated the challenges with perseverance
and commitment, ensuring we retained financial resilience while
continuing production operations without compromising our
environmental and safety record.

0

0

Metrics incorporated
into executive KPI’s

2020 was a year like no other, with the COVID-19 pandemic taking
hold of our globalised economy and bringing with it health risk and
socioeconomic disruption. In response, Jadestone acted decisively
to the challenges imposed on our business, with both a significant
reduction in near-term capital investment, and an extensive review
of our operating cost base across the board, to remove or defer nonessential activity and costs, preserving the strength of our balance
sheet and protecting longer-term project returns.

%

NETTS
Apprentice
programme
participation

I am pleased to present Jadestone’s Sustainability Report for 2020, which
provides details on our progress against a wide range of environmental, social,
and governance priorities, while also demonstrating our ongoing commitment
to enhanced transparency.

QCA

Critical risk
incidents

“Reportable” refers to there being no breach of the Environmental Performance Outcomes as defined in the Environment Plan for the asset in alignment with NOPSEMA's definition

Despite such difficult conditions, we achieved the majority of
our 2020 sustainability targets and I am delighted to detail our
performance and future outlook in this report. Some of the
highlights include areas where we have exceeded our operational
targets such as flaring volumes, with a reduction of 40% compared
to the 2019 baseline for the recently acquired Montara asset.
This translates into a substantial GHG reduction, which reinforces
our strategy of investing in operational efficiencies for business
improvement with an equal benefit in environmental performance.
There are a number of recent examples, such as investments in new
control systems, in produced water handling equipment and in the
re-injection compressor, all on Montara, as well as the replacement
of the ageing floating storage vessel at Stag. We will work on
continuously improving our performance in all key areas and have
committed to a further reduction in overall GHG emissions and
improvement of water quality discharges in 2021, as an example.
Jadestone is also diversifying its production mix with the pursuit of
natural gas development projects in both Vietnam and Indonesia.
These developments will result in the supply of low-cost energy to key
domestic markets within Southeast Asia, most likely replacing coal
alternatives. This is energy to local communities who might otherwise
not see the benefits that affordable energy can bring. We also
understand the advantage of gas over coal, from an environmental
perspective, is realised when fugitive emissions are measured and
minimised, and this will be a focus for these developments.

“Despite the challenges brought about by the
pandemic, we achieved the majority of our 2020
sustainability targets, working hard to prioritise
the health and wellbeing of our people, stepping
up our climate change agenda and maintaining our
community engagement commitments, all with
no detriment to operational excellence.”

In this second Sustainability Report, we have progressed our
alignment with the recommendations of the Task Force on Climaterelated Financial Disclosures. Jadestone is committed to further
investigate the material implications of climate-related risks on
its business. This analysis will inform our climate change strategy
which will be developed in 2021, setting a more strategic direction
for navigating the energy transition, and mapping out a route to
developing targets towards net zero carbon emissions, in line with
the Paris Agreement.
We have continued integrating ESG considerations across our
business and have taken steps to further align our framework
with the UN Sustainable Development Goals in order to better
demonstrate Jadestone’s commitment and to measure our
progress. We have increased our engagement with local
communities, we are encouraging employment of local nationals
(with 88% representation so far) and, through targeted community
programmes, we are working to help address local needs. Jadestone
remains committed to creating job opportunities for those entering
the workforce for the first time, participating in the NETTS
programme in Australia, and in graduate recruitment and internship
opportunities throughout Asia Pacific.
Finally, we have also continued to strengthen our Governance
systems through the recent adoption of the QCA Code and by
specifically formalising Board-level oversight over ESG matters.
These are only some of the highlights from 2020. I invite you to
read full details in the report.

Paul Blakeley
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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2020 ESG Performance Overview

Sustainability at Jadestone

The Company’s ESG targets are an expression of Jadestone’s commitment to continuous improvement and
full transparency. They form part of the annual Executive KPIs, linking sustainability performance with pay,
which enable Jadestone to incentivise and measure progress against its strategic objectives.

As a leading oil and gas development and production company in the Asia
Pacific region, Jadestone strives to deliver sustainable value for all of its
stakeholders in a safe, secure, environmentally and socially responsible
manner. It achieves this by ensuring it reduces its environmental footprint
through the life cycle of developments and by bringing social and economic
benefits for people associated with its operations, in alignment with
Jadestone's Shared Values.

Reducing our Energy
& GHG Emissions

Excellence in
Environmental
Management
Exceptional Regulatory
Management

Social & Human Capital

Exceptional
Occupational Health
and Safety Culture

Engaged, supported
and diverse workforce

Leadership & Governance

Growing engagement
and investment in local
communities

Excellence in business
ethics and transparency

Critical Incident
Risk Management

Providing energy
to meet global demand
in the most efficient
and sustainable way

2020
Target

2020
Performance

More
Info

Reduce gas flaring at Montara
(GHG emissions) by 10%

Target exceeded with flaring reduced by 40% compared to 2019,
equivalent to 90,000 t of CO2-e saved

•

Page
22

Reduce diesel usage at Montara by 10%

Target exceeded with diesel use reduced by 33%

•

Page
22

Ensure zero Loss of Primary Containment (LOPC)
-Tier 1

1 LOPC - Tier 1 event

•

Page
41-42

Improve overall oil-in-water (OIW) discharge
performance at both facilities by 10% < 30mg/L

Target exceeded with average oil-in-water discharge around
14mg/L

•

Page
18

Target Zero regulatory enforcement notices and
zero fines for regulatory breaches

1 enforcement notice issued to the Stag asset

•

Page
14-15

Jadestone’s Shared Values

Respect

Safety

Integrity

Sustainability

Passion

Results-Orientated

Jadestone’s key policies can be found on Jadestone’s website

Jadestone’s ESG Framework

Target Zero Recordable Incidents, with
continuous improvement year on year (<2)

0 Recordable incidents

•

Page
27

Reduce Medical Treatment Cases by 10% through
leadership and culture

0 Medical treatment cases

•

Page
27

Provide full time medic to indigenous
communities at Truscott during the COVID-19
pandemic

Medic currently stationed at Truscott

•

Page
27

Recruit and train local nationals where possible,
and to the highest standards

Breakdown of local nationals and Jadestone’s internship and
apprenticeship programme are detailed in Section “Workforce
Management and Diversity”

•

Provide training programmes for 4 Interns, and
recruit 2 new graduates in 2020

9 internship and apprentice placements in Australia
and Malaysia

•

Page
33-34

Ensure robust succession plan in place & high
retention of 92% with positive feedback

Leadership team and key roles succession plans in place; high
retention of 96% reflective of positive sentiment amongst
employees

•

Page
33-34

Build open relationships with key local
stakeholders and communities

Jadestone’s approach is discussed in Sections “Stakeholder
Management” and “Community Engagement”

•

Page
28-32

Develop increasing effort and investment into
local social support. Target 10% increase yearon-year

Investment target exceeded, with Community Engagement and
volunteering funded and delivered

•

Page
30-32

Develop a local stakeholder consultation strategy

Corporate Stakeholder Engagement Strategy approved

•

Page
28

Target Zero fines for any regulatory breaches for
non-compliance

0 fines or sanctions for non-compliance with laws and
regulations

•

Page
39-40

Maintain top Quartile Governance Standards

QCA Corporate Governance Code adoption

•

Page
39-40

Perform 1 full emergency exercise and minimum
2 desktop exercises to test preparedness

Target exceeded, with 1 full and 4 IMT drills conducted

•

Deliver production at the improved unit cost as
agreed in performance targets

• Delivered unit opex in line with original guidance;
• Delivered revised production target, reduced in step with
deferred capital investment

•

Deliver capital investment programmes, adding
reserves and extending facility life as agreed in
performance targets

Jadestone reduced 2020 activity and investment levels to
maintain balance sheet strength with revised short-term
production guidance in the face of the pandemic

•

Sustainability

Ensuring Jadestone reduces its environmental footprint through the life cycle of developments
and brings social and economic benefits for people associated with its operations

Strategic Pillar

Environmental

Human & Social Capital

Leadership & Governance

ESG Aspiration

• Excellence in Environmental
Management
• Reducing our Energy & GHG Emissions
• Exceptional Regulatory Management

• Exceptional Occupational Health &
Safety (“OHS”) culture
• Engaged, supported and diverse
workforce
• Growing engagement and investment
in our communities

• Exceptional Incident Preparedness
• Excellence in business ethics,
transparency & governance
• Meet global energy demand in the
most efficient and sustainable way

Material Matters

• Environmental Management
• Emissions and Discharges
• Climate Change - GHG

• OHS
• Workforce Management & Diversity
• Stakeholder Management

•
•
•
•
•
•

Page
33-34

Page
43-44
Annual
Report
2020
page 5
Annual
Report
2020
page 5

SDG Alignment

7

RENEWABLE
ENERGY

14

LIFE BELOW
WATER

13

CLIMATE
ACTION

3

GOOD
HEALTH

8

GOOD JOBS
AND ECONOMIC
GROWTH

“Jadestone’s ESG Framework has evolved
over the course of 2020 to depict its
continued alignment with wider societal
challenges addressed by the Sustainable
Development Goals.”
Paulina Poray
ESG LEAD
MCC ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY

8

Leadership & Governance
Critical Incident Risk Management
Business Ethics & Transparency
Economic Performance
Asset Integrity & Process Safety
Regulatory Management
GOOD JOBS
AND ECONOMIC
GROWTH

7

RENEWABLE
ENERGY

14

LIFE BELOW
WATER

ENVIRONMENT

Environmental

Aspiration
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The United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals

Material Matters

The UN SDGs were developed and adopted by all United Nations Member
States in 2015 to achieve a more sustainable future for all by 2030.

The annual materiality assessment helps to identify and prioritise the most
significant sustainability issues to Jadestone’s business and its stakeholders.

CLIMATE
ACTION

Take urgent action to
combat climate change and
its impacts

LIFE
BELOW WATER

Conserve and sustainably
use the oceans, seas and
marine resources for
sustainable development

Related Material Matters
• OHS
• Workforce Management 
& Diversity

• Climate Change and GHG
• Economic Performance

• Economic Performance
• Workforce Management
& Diversity
• Stakeholder
Management

• Climate Change and GHG

• Environmental
Management
• Emissions & Discharges
• Critical Incident
Response

Jadestone’s Contribution
Through strong efforts to
protect its workforce from
the on-the-job risks and
hazards as well as employee
assistance programmes,
Jadestone ensures that
its workforce is supported
and can sustain healthy
livelihoods.
Jadestone also recognised
the need to support the
wider community in the face
of the global pandemic by:
• Provision of a full-time
medic to the indigenous
community of a remote
part of Western Australia
• Supporting a local
orphanage in Malaysia
For more details refer to
Sections “Occupational
Health & Safety”,
“Workforce Management &
Diversity” and “Community
Engagement”

Jadestone will play a vital
role in providing access to
affordable, and reliable
energy by the supply of gas
to local Southeast Asian
communities and industries;
a region experiencing energy
supply shortage in the midst
of rapid growth.
Jadestone is committed
to sustainable extraction
from existing infrastructure,
thereby reducing the need
for greenfield development,
whilst setting emission
reduction targets to lower
its operational carbon
footprint.
For more details refer to
Section “Climate Change
and Greenhouse Gases”

Jadestone recognises that
it can create sustainable
value for local communities
and maximise positive
contribution by:
• Creating local
employment
• Paying local taxes
• Supporting local business
as part of its supply chain
• Community support
programmes based on
community needs
For more details refer to
Sections “Community
Engagement” and
“Workforce Management
& Diversity”

As society responds and
transitions to a low-carbon
economy, Jadestone’s
contribution in the midterm is to ensure the most
efficient use of existing
facilities and maximising
reserves recovery from
already discovered reservoirs
and existing infrastructure.
Jadestone is committed
to reducing its energy use
and GHG emissions from
operations by identifying
further emission reduction
opportunities and making
deliberate investments
towards improved emissions
outcomes.
The Company is currently
reviewing the material
implications of climaterelated risks on its business,
and this analysis will further
inform its climate change
strategy to be developed in
the course of 2021.
For more details refer to
Section “Climate Change
and Greenhouse Gases”

Jadestone recognises that
its offshore operations
carry a risk of impacting the
aquatic systems and it takes
great care in minimising
any negative impacts by
investing into its assets and
raising their environmental
performance.
For more details refer to
Section “Emissions and
Discharges”

VERY HIGH

14

Asset Integrity & Process Safety

Local Community Impacts

Business Ethics & Transparency

Economic Performance

Human Rights & Modern Slavery

Leadership & Governance

OHS

Emissions & Discharges

Climate Change – GHG

Energy Consumption

Critical Incident Risk Mgt.

Regulatory Management

Waste
Fossil Fuel substitutes

Environmental Management
(incl. Unplanned Hydrocarbon
Releases)

Workforce Management
& Diversity

Indigenous Peoples

Innovation & Technology

ENVIRONMENT

Promote sustained,
inclusive and sustainable
economic growth, full and
productive
employment and decent
work for all

13

Stakeholder Management

Cyber Security

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Importance to Jadestone and its business

Environment

VERY HIGH
Human & Social Capital

Leadership & Governance

Materiality Assessment

Material Matters

In 2020 Jadestone conducted its second materiality assessment.
This assessment is important to the Company as it ensures
that it is responding to the ESG issues, risks and opportunities,
seen in the context of emerging global and local trends, key
stakeholder interests, industry best-practice and Jadestone’s
overall corporate context.

The outcomes of this assessment are displayed in the sustainability
map above, with 12 Material Matters identified across the
Environment, Human & Social Capital as well as Leadership &
Governance pillars.

In line with the GRI standards and IPIECA Guidelines, Jadestone has
sought input from a range of internal and external stakeholders to
help establish ESG materiality. It regularly engages the investment
community in gauging feedback on what ESG topics it should
prioritise and, for the purpose of this assessment, targeted
interviews have been conducted to inform this round of disclosures.
Internally, an extensive review of potential topics of high materiality
was reviewed by Jadestone leadership from across functional areas
and geographies.
The Company also reached out to its employees through a survey,
asking which ESG topics they identified as most important,
resulting in a balanced internal and external perspective.

In addition to those matters listed as highly material, Jadestone
also recognises matters that are the ones ‘of very high importance’
to stakeholders demand respect and attention. These are also
referenced in this report.

Principle Changes in Materiality
Jadestone’s Material Matters have largely remained unchanged from
2019. However, some matters increase in their importance to the
business as summarised below:
•

Climate Change – GHG emissions now has elevated importance
to the Jadestone business, reflecting a growing recognition of
the role Jadestone can play in the energy transition.

•

Workforce Management has an expanded scope to include
Diversity, reflecting an area that is increasingly recognised as
requiring more management attention and focus.

S O C I A L A N D H U M A N C A P I TA L

Ensure access to
affordable, reliable,
sustainable and modern
energy for all

DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

HIGH

8

AFFORDABLE AND
CLEAN ENERGY

MEDIUM

Ensure healthy lives
and promote well-being for
all at all ages

7

Materiality Map

LOW

3

GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

the goals that most closely align with its current business strategy,
activities and purpose. It has also considered how these specific
goals relate to the material matters, orientating its 2021 strategic
corporate goals around them. Jadestone will continue to align its
ESG framework and programmes with the UN SDGs in the years
to come.

Importance to Jadestone’s stakeholders

The UN SDGs represent an opportunity for organisations to
identify the major global challenges on which they can create the
most impact. Jadestone believes it can support a number of UN
SDGs, either through positive contributions or by preventing or by
mitigating negative impacts. Whilst its business activities touch
directly or indirectly on many of the goals, Jadestone has selected

10
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0

14

Average OIW
concentration

Reduction of
overall GHGs

90,000 t

TCFD

8

‘Reportable’
environmental
incidents

Reduction of CO2-e
due to significant
reduction in flaring

mg/L

Alignment across
risk and governance

15

%

%

OIW Reduction at
the Montara asset

ENVIRONMENT

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

• Target Zero regulatory enforcement notices
• Target Zero ‘reportable’ incidents
• Target Zero environmental HiPOs
• Target Oil-in-Water concentration in produced
water <15mg/L
• Meet the Asset Safeguard limits for air
emissions at operating assets

• Seek opportunities for continuous
improvement in emissions and discharges
• 5% reduction of flaring and diesel use
• Continued alignment with the TCFD
recommendations and commitment to
transparent disclosures

“Jadestone takes a precautionary approach
to managing its environmental impacts
through robust environmental
management that focuses on
minimising pollution, reducing
carbon footprint and commitment
to safety.”
Helen Astill
Produced water sampling

HSE MANAGER

S O C I A L A N D H U M A N C A P I TA L

2021 Outlook
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• Zero ‘reportable’ incidents
• Zero environmental HiPOs

•

In addition to routine environmental performance reporting
submitted to the regulator on an annual basis to demonstrate
compliance with regulatory approval commitments:

Jadestone’s HSE Management System (Australia)
Corporate level

Corporate HSE Plan

HSE Policy

Environmental Impact
Statements

Environmental Plans

Oil Pollution
Emergency Plans

Safety Cases

Why it Matters

Management Approach

Jadestone recognises the environmental risks associated with the
operations of its facilities and offshore installations. Effective
Environmental Management is central to its operations to ensure
best-practice environmental stewardship through efficient resource
use, reducing emissions and discharges, preventing pollution and
spills, managing waste and protecting biodiversity.

Jadestone applies the precautionary principle when undertaking
activities across the whole life cycle of operating assets in all
countries where it has operations. For its operations in Australia the
approach to managing environmental risks is closely integrated with
health and safety considerations, addressed through an overarching
HSE Management System (“HSE MS”). The system is aligned to
the principles of the ISO14001 standard, ensuring that there are
processes and practices in place to manage environmental impacts,
risks and performance whilst meeting legislative and corporate
requirements.

Retrieving the Stag marine breakaway coupling

–

Revised Environment Plan for the Stag asset prepared
to reflect the change to tanker operations in the field.

–

New Environment Plan prepared for the Montara asset
in relation to drilling campaigns.

–

Enforcement notice issued by the regulator for the Stag
asset (discussed in detail in Case Study: Stag).

Legal Obligations
•

Asset level

Australia

Robust impact and risk assessment form a cornerstone of
Jadestone’s management framework, along with a strong focus
on prevention of spills, effective and reliable emergency response
and preparedness systems, including hydrocarbon spill response
capability.
For the assets Jadestone operates in Australia, bespoke
Environment Plans have been developed. These Plans establish
the regulatory context and legal requirements, identify key areas
of impact and risk, define the most appropriate management
practices and performance outcomes whilst embedding a principle
of continued review, consultation and improvement.
In addition, Jadestone applies a comprehensive compliance
assurance programme to demonstrate its environmental
performance is as intended. This programme includes monthly
checks of conformance with the environment plans, quarterly
planned audits at operating facilities, six-monthly checks for
currency in the legislative framework, and annual performance
reporting to national Regulators. These activities then contribute to
identifying lessons learnt and ensuring a continuous improvement
in environmental performance.
As an expanding business, environmental standards, policies and
practices are established for acquired assets that align with the
standards in their local jurisdictions.

•

Spill management
Jadestone’s HSE framework examines the risk and potential
consequences of incidents and accidents. This includes oil spills,
chemical spills and the release of other hazardous substances.
Jadestone has developed contingency plans and spill management
and emergency response practices.

Jadestone’s HSE Policy can be found on Jadestone’s website.

Indonesia
–

Applications for Environment and Forestry Permits for the
Company’s Akatara gas development project in Sumatra
prepared; the Environment permit obtained in August 2020.

–

An Environmental Impact Analysis as required by the
Indonesian regulator prepared.

–

Environmental licence for field development and production
obtained, a significant milestone for the Company.

ENVIRONMENT

2020 HIGHLIGHTS

New Zealand
–

Regulatory approval obtained for a suite of documents
pertaining to the Maari permit, as part of approval process
for the transfer of interest and operatorship (e.g. Oil Spill
Contingency and Emergency Spill Response Plans,
Ecological Effects Management Plan)

CASE STUDY: STAG

Ensuring safe and sustainable offtake
arrangements at Stag
In September 2020 Jadestone changed its offtake arrangements
at the Stag oilfield, substituting an old FSO with a direct offtake
tanker. Jadestone awarded this contract to a respected international
tanker provider.
During the first crude loading under new offtake procedures, traces
of oil were spotted around the offtake tanker and as a result, the
transfer was immediately stopped. It was later confirmed that the
marine breakaway coupling (“MBC”) in the import floating hose
connected to the tanker had activated due to impact by the bulbous
bow of the tanker with the MBC. The valve of the MBC (as shown
in the photo above) closed in accordance with its design and shut
off the hose line, thereby preventing any significant leakage of oil
into the marine environment. A nominal amount of oil was released
from the hose connected to the MBC, again as per equipment
design, causing the oil sheen observed. Based on characteristics of
the sheen, equipment design and historical events, it was estimated
that 68.5 litres of oil was released; an amount below the required
regulatory reporting limits. Regardless, Jadestone reported the
release to NOPSEMA, the Australian regulator.

Inspecting the Stag marine breakaway coupling

Following the incident, Jadestone conducted an internal
investigation into the root cause and contributing factors of
the MBC activation. The Australian regulator NOPSEMA issued
Jadestone with a direction notice containing a number of actions,
including a direction to identify and implement interim control
measures to prevent recurrence. Jadestone management worked
through the directions in close consultation with NOPSEMA,
implementing and evidencing amendments to its practices. A
key lesson from the event is for a comprehensive handover to be
undertaken for new tanker crews to ensure MBC related risks and
safe operations are fully understood.
Notwithstanding this event, Jadestone remains confident that it
has implemented a new operating model that will be a significant
improvement compared with the previous offloading model,
which relied on an ageing vessel on location, inherited as part
of the acquisition of the Stag asset. The new model provides
environmental risk mitigants by eliminating one vessel in the
field, removing the need for ship-to-ship oil transfers at sea, and
providing modern double-hulled tankers. At the same time, this
innovative offloading model results in substantial cost savings for
the business.

S O C I A L A N D H U M A N C A P I TA L

Strong environmental performance
is essential to Jadestone's success
and continued growth.

GOVERNANCE AND LEADERSHIP

Environmental Management

Jadestone is committed at a minimum, to comply with applicable
national and international regulatory requirements at all levels
in its operating regions. Regulatory Management pertaining
to environment, health and safety is integral to Jadestone’s HSE
Management System. This starts with proactive dialogue with
relevant regulatory bodies in the countries of operation. Below
is a summary of key 2020 regulatory activities across the regions:

ABOUT JADESTONE

Regulatory Management
MATERIAL MATTER
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Jadestone carefully manages discharges
and emissions and is committed to
continuous improvement.

2020 HIGHLIGHTS

• 6ppm OIW concentrations at Stag
• 8% reduction in OIW concentration
at Montara

2020 Performance

Why it Matters

Management Approach

Jadestone remained a strong and resilient operator, maintaining
operations despite tough logistical challenges amidst the global
pandemic. This was achieved without compromising operational
excellence in environmental management:

A range of pollution impacts and risks to air and water are
associated with offshore oil and gas production activities.

Air emissions

•

Zero environmental high potential incidents recorded during
the reporting period

•

One enforcement notice issued in relation to an incident at the
Stag oilfield (see Case Study: Stag) which has been satisfactorily
closed with the Regulator.

Environmental management metrics

2020

2019

‘Reportable’1 environmental incidents
Loss of Primary containment - Tier 1
Environmental High Potential Incident (“HiPO”)
Regulatory enforcements
Regulatory fines

0
1
0
1
Nil

0
0
0
0
Nil

As an offshore oil and gas operator, Jadestone understands that its
business operations impact and depend on water resources.
Jadestone is committed to minimising impacts of its discharges
to water by managing produced water and process wastewater in
line with national management framework recommendations and
industry best practice.

Jadestone implements management measures that include
scheduled maintenance of equipment and availability of critical
equipment spares, to keep air pollutant emissions from Jadestone
operations as low as possible. In Australia, Jadestone reports a
range of its pollution emissions to the National Pollutant Inventory
and GHG emissions to the Clean Energy Regulator. NOx and SO2
emissions released from Jadestone's operations in Australia have
increased in 2020 due to full year of Montara operations (acquired
in August 2019). GHG emissions are discussed at length in the
section Climate Change and GHG emissions.

S O C I A L A N D H U M A N C A P I TA L

Zero ‘reportable’1 environmental incidents at its operating
facilities

The main sources of atmospheric emissions during operations
include the use of fuel to power generators and mobile and fixed
plant, flaring of gases encountered from the oil extraction process,
venting from storage infrastructure as well as fugitive emissions.

Montara Venture FPSO

Air Emissions: NOx, SO2, TVOC
Future Outlook

1,000

Jadestone is committed to maintaining the highest environmental
standards and will foster a culture of continuous improvement by
aspiring to achieve in 2021 the following goals:

800
600

2021 ESG STRATEGIC CORPORATE GOALS

400

• Target Zero regulatory enforcement notices
• Target Zero ‘reportable’1 incidents
• Target Zero environmental HiPOs

200
0
tonnes/year

NOx
2019

Jadestone will also continue integrating its new assets into its HSE
Management Systems.

1

‘Reportable’ refers to there being no breach of the Environmental Performance
Outcomes as defined in the Environment Plan for the asset in alignment with
NOPSEMA’s definition

View from Montara

SO2
2020

TVOC

GOVERNANCE AND LEADERSHIP

•

Jadestone monitors and manages its emissions very closely
across a range of parameters including nitrogen oxides (“NOx”),
sulphur dioxide (“SO2”), total volatile organic compounds (“TVOC”),
particulate matter and GHGs.

ENVIRONMENT

Discharges and Emissions

ABOUT JADESTONE

MATERIAL MATTER
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Discharges and Emissions (continued)
A key focus for Jadestone in managing impacts to the marine
environment from its offshore facilities, relates to the treatment
and discharge of operational waste streams, including produced
water. Produced water is formed as a by-product of extracting oil
from Jadestone’s offshore operations.

2020 Performance
Through its focus on OIW performance, Jadestone has continued
to reduce the concentration levels at the Montara oilfield, achieving
an 8% reduction in average concentrations when compared to 2019
levels. The Company continues to investigate further improvement
options for produced water streams.

Production from the subsurface reservoirs is typically processed
in an on-site processing plant through a separation system into
oil, gas, and water streams. The latter stream is either re-injected
into the reservoir to maintain underground reservoir pressure, or
it is cleaned, filtered, monitored for contaminants such as residual
Oil-in-Water (“OIW”), and then discharged into the sea, should
discharge quality be satisfactory.

Waste management

Stag crude oil offtake using the Maersk Tacoma

Whales with calf, offshore western Australia

Decommissioning
Decommissioning is the process of removing or applying to leave
in-situ production-related assets, including platform installations,
equipment, pipelines and other subsea infrastructure, in a safe and
environmentally responsible manner, at the end of their useful life.
This includes plugging and abandoning wells, removal of unused
equipment and carrying out any necessary post-decommissioning
monitoring.
When managing unused equipment in its petroleum titles, Jadestone
considers a range of priorities including maintenance and integrity
requirements of the equipment while in-situ, needs of other marine
users in the area, and environmental impacts and risks associated
with the equipment whilst both in-situ and during removal, once this
has been determined to be the best course of action.
Jadestone recognises that titleholders are required by law to
dismantle and remove, reuse equipment or seek exemption to
allow the equipment to be left in place. Jadestone takes a cradleto-grave approach to its operations and sees decommissioning at
the end of life of its assets as a phase in the overall value chain, for
which it takes full responsibility. With all Jadestone’s assets’ lives
being extended through investment by at least another decade
or so, decommissioning of assets is not yet a material matter
for Jadestone, although disused equipment is actively managed.
Jadestone’s insurance and financial positions guarantee that
the Company will be ready to take on decommissioning activities
when required.

CASE STUDY:

Plastics Free July campaigns
Waste streams generated in Jadestone's offices are typically
separated into recyclables and landfill, with increasing efforts
to minimise the latter.
In 2020, Jadestone’s regional offices participated in the Plastic
Free July campaign for the second year running. Due to restrictions
related to the global pandemic, not all offices were able to run
office-based initiatives and instead expanded the campaign,
encouraging minimising plastics from day-to-day household use.
The Perth office, not subject to COVID restrictions, ran in July
2020 an office-based Plastics Free campaign which focused on
collecting soft plastics for disposal the REDcycle programme.
Due to the commitment of the Perth employees, over 4kg of soft
plastics had been diverted away from landfill and the effort of
Perth employees has continued beyond the campaign.
Through supporting participation the Plastic Free July campaign,
the Company is encouraging employees to consider waste
management and efficient disposal solutions both as part of
their daily lives, and as part of Jadestone’s corporate culture.
Minimising waste is a key part of driving efficiency throughout
everything Jadestone does.

Emissions & Discharges Metrics

Unit

2020

2019

Oil in Water Concentrations
Air emissions NOx
Air emissions SO2
Air emissions TVOC

ppm /mg/L
tonnes
tonnes
tonnes

14.42
422
9
776

14.7
222
9
448

Future Outlook
Jadestone is focused on meeting performance pertaining to the
quality of produced water discharges. It continues to commit to
achieving the following environmental performance outcomes for
produced water discharges, which is satisfied through rigorous and
impartial laboratory testing.

Achieve the national marine water quality
guidelines for protection of 99% of species
as defined by the National Water Quality
Management Framework (ANZECC/ ARMCANZ
(2000)) at the boundary of the area of impact.
Jadestone has the following performance outcome targets for
produced water quality and air emissions in 2021:

2021 ESG STRATEGIC CORPORATE GOALS

• Target Oil-in-Water concentration in produced
water <14mg/L
• Meet the Asset Safeguard limits for air
emissions at our operating assets
• Seek opportunities for continuous improvement
in emissions and discharges

S O C I A L A N D H U M A N C A P I TA L

Whilst other routine operational liquid discharges (e.g. flame
retardants, cooling water, treated sewage) may be introduced
to the environment from Jadestone’s operations, the potential
impact is minimised through the use of a risk assessment process
for chemicals, onsite wastewater treatment and other specific
management controls as appropriate.

GOVERNANCE AND LEADERSHIP

Through the application of best practice topside management,
regular maintenance of oil removal equipment and investment
in upgrading equipment from time to time, improvement of
combined OIW concentration in 2020 to a daily average of 14mg/L
was achieved. This is well below the upper limit of 30mg/L required
by the operational Environment Plans.

ENVIRONMENT

The Stag asset, with concentrations around 6 ppm, is considered
to be best-in-class with very low OIW discharge performance,
and with little room for further optimisation. Jadestone monitors
OIW concentrations daily ensuring that it maintains this high
performance.

Jadestone’s approach to managing produced water is to reduce
the OIW content to threshold concentrations which are below
that considered appropriate under the National Water Quality
Management Framework (ANZECC/ARMCANZ 2000).

Jadestone waste streams on its offshore facilities typically include
putrescible waste and non-hazardous materials resulting from dayto-day operations. Hazardous waste associated with the facilities
may include fuel and lubricating oils, and chemicals associated
with operations. Jadestone’s approach to hazardous waste starts
with effective materials management. Storage and handling of
mixed classes of dangerous goods follows the guidelines set in
Australian and New Zealand best practice standards. The transport
of hazardous wastes is managed in accordance with respective
MARPOL Regulations and relevant legislative requirements. Solid
waste produced at the sites in Australia are logged and reported
in monthly waste reports by Jadestones’s waste management
contractor. Solid wastes are segregated and transferred to a licensed
waste facility as per Waste Management Plans and the assets’
Environmental Plans.

ABOUT JADESTONE

Discharges to water
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• 90,000 t of CO2-e avoided as a result
of significant reduction in flaring
• 15% reduction of GHGs
• TCFD alignment across governance
and risk

Management Approach

The oil and gas industry is directly responsible for 9% of the global
GHG emissions causing climate change. Furthermore, 33% of global
emissions stem from downstream combustion of fossil fuels1.
At the same time, oil and natural gas play critical roles in today’s
energy and economic systems, with low carbon alternatives not yet
able to fully satisfy the world’s energy needs. The energy system
will need to undergo a carefully orchestrated transition to meet
this dual challenge, and it is Jadestone’s view that the oil and gas
industry plays a vital role in providing responsible solutions during
this transition.

Even as society transitions to a low-carbon economy, Jadestone
believes that the ongoing need for energy will continue to increase,
with more efficient extraction and use of hydrocarbon fuels being
an indispensable part of energy supply for some time to come.
According to the International Energy Agency, in the Sustainable
Development Scenario, that charts a path consistent with the Paris
Agreement, oil and gas are still expected to account for 46% of the
world’s energy mix in 20402. Despite the circa 6% energy demand
decline experienced in 2020 due to COVID-19, the most recent
forecasts suggest that global energy demand will still grow as a
result of population growth and further progress within developing
economies. The demand for reliable and affordable energy is
particularly strong in Southeast Asia, with some populations not yet
having any access to modern energy. A clear focus on minimising
GHG emissions, whilst maintaining a low-cost structure ensuring
profitability even in a low oil price environment is critical.
As the industry is learning how to navigate this new landscape,
Jadestone continues to develop its approach to climate change
focusing its climate action across three main pillars.

Reducing GHG emissions in
operations
Continued focus on efficient
energy use and minimising
GHG emissions

2.

Increasing climate-resiliency
of the business
Ensuring business model and
strategy is resilient in the face of the
energy transition

3.

5,000,000

1,092
4,000,000
3,000,000

838
2,000,000

2,203,587

1,000,000
0
GJ

2019

2020

Direct Energy – Operations

Whilst electricity used in Jadestone's offices is low when compared
to use in operations, it did increase by 30% in 2020, with the
variation attributable to the addition of an office in New Zealand
and a warehouse in Australia.

GHG emissions

4,234,802

Electricity – Offices

Total GHG Emissions: Scopes 1* and 2

Jadestone’s scope 1 GHG emissions typically arise from the
combustion of fuel gas, diesel and flaring of unprocessed natural
gas, a by-product of the production process. In 2020 the Company
experienced a considerable increase in its overall GHG emissions due
to the acquisition and operatorship transfer of Montara in 2019.

350,000

15%

300,000

164,529

250,000

253,366

200,000

As per Jadestone's business strategy of acquiring mature, mid-life
assets and transforming them into more sustainable, productive
and efficient entities, the Company has invested in efficiency
measures and introduced improvements to Montara’s operational
practices. Through an increase of unprocessed gas reinjection at the
site, an estimated 90,000 t of CO2-e of emissions was eliminated
(see Case Study: Montara). Had Jadestone continued to operate the
site in the same way as the previous operator, Jadestone’s Scope 1
emissions in 2020 would have been 36% higher. To illustrate this
positive improvement, Jadestone has charted a full 2019 emissions
data set for Montara as a baseline, on the principle that Jadestone’s
operational control and thus GHG responsibility begins at the point
of operator transfer in August, 2019.

223

150,000

205

100,000

134,382

50,000
0
t CO2-e

2019
Scope 1

Scope 2

2020
Scope 1 –
under former operator

* A full 2019 emissions data set for Montara had been plotted,
designating the portion of emissions that Jadestone has no operational
control over as it covers the emissions for period January - July 2019,
under former operator

JADESTONE'S CLIMATE CHANGE ACTION:

Jadestone's Climate Action Priority Areas
1.

Given that Jadestone is currently in a growth phase, with more
new assets to be added to the portfolio, its overall energy use is
expected to increase in the coming years. Additional maintenance
activities and drilling campaigns may see energy use fluctuate
annually. Jadestone is committed to being fully transparent about
such activities. Simultaneously, when taking on mid-life assets,
Jadestone continuously looks for ways to optimise operations
opportunities as well as investing in equipment which reduces
emissions and discharges.

Total Energy Use:
Operations and Office Electricity

ENVIRONMENT

2020 HIGHLIGHTS

Why it Matters

Climate change presents a pressing societal
challenge of our times: to decarbonise the
economy and limit global warming, whilst
continuing to provide affordable, reliable
and abundant energy which is essential
for economic development and sustained
improvements in the quality of life and the
eradication of poverty.

Direct energy use on Jadestone’s facilities arises from combustion
of such fuels as produced gas, and diesel that support day to day
operations. In August 2019 Jadestone acquired the Montara asset,
including a warehouse in Darwin, which resulted in the Company’s
energy consumption almost doubling in 2020.

Supplying cleaner energy alternatives to Southeast Asia
Supplying cleaner energy
alternatives

Increasing gas ratio in the product mix3
and continued supply of high-quality lowsulphur crude oil

1

McKinsey & Company, “The future is now: How oil and gas companies can decarbonise”, January 2020

2

International Energy Agency, “Total energy supply outlook by fuel and scenario, 2000-2040”, September 2020

3

Over the past decade, switching from coal to gas has proven to be a highly effective way to reduce power generation emissions while minimising costs and preserving grid stability.
Such a switch can reduce emissions by 33% when applied to heating, and up to 50% in electricity generation with the caveat that fugitive emissions are managed responsibly (EIA,
2019, The role of gas in Today’s energy transition).

Jadestone plays a vital role in providing access to affordable, and
reliable energy by the supply of gas to local Southeast Asian
communities and industries, in a region experiencing energy supply
shortage in the midst of rapid growth.

environmental impact. This will reduce dependence on imported
thermal coal given the operational constraints imposed by the
national electricity grid and the regionalised nature of the Vietnam
gas pipeline network.

Jadestone has plans to develop two fully appraised gas fields in
Vietnam, which will see this lower carbon fuel, brought to the
market, potentially replacing coal, and backfilling existing but
declining sources of energy. The Nam Du and U Minh gas fields in
offshore southern Vietnam, when developed, will supply domestic
gas to the Ca Mau power and industrial complex and feedstock
to a fertiliser plant supporting farmers in the Mekong Delta. The
development will use existing pipeline infrastructure to reduce

In Indonesia, Jadestone is supporting the Government’s efforts
to meet local energy needs and domestic liquefied petroleum gas
(“LPG”) demand for residential and cooking purposes through the
development of Jadestone’s Akatara gas field in Sumatra. When
operations commence, the Akatara field is expected to produce
around 200 metric tonnes of LPG per day targeting the total LPG
demand of the whole local province.

GOVERNANCE AND LEADERSHIP

Jadestone is ensuring it is well positioned
to navigate the energy transition through
its focus on efficient, lower-carbon and
lean operations.

Energy use

S O C I A L A N D H U M A N C A P I TA L

Climate Change and Greenhouse
Gas Emissions

ABOUT JADESTONE

MATERIAL MATTERS

Jadestone’s climate change strategy will identify priority areas for
action, setting a more strategic direction for navigating the energy
transition and inevitably, mapping out a route towards net zero
carbon emissions, in line with the Paris agreement.

Unit

Hydrocarbon production
Energy use - Operations
Electricity Use - Offices
Total Flaring

mm bbls
GJ
GJ
m3

Diesel Use

kL

Total GHG Scope 1

tCO2-e

253,366

GHG – crude oil
GHG – produced gas
GHG – flaring

tCO2-e
tCO2-e
tCO2-e

13,066
73,609
161,953

GHG – diesel

tCO2-e

3,592

Total GHG Scope 2

tCO2-e
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1

2020

2019

4,2
4,234,802
1,092
62,123,031

4,5
2,178,652
838
35,551,790
(91,764,2901)
942
(1,8791)
134,382
(298,9111)
13,284
25,229
92,683
(239,2271)
2,551
(5,0901)
180

1,326

2. Increasing climate-resiliency of the business by …

A further 5% reduction of flaring and diesel use
•
•
•
•

Emissions Reduction options prioritised and deployed across
existing assets
Increased internal GHG reporting to support performance tracking
and decision-making
GHG Emission review conducted on the New Zealand asset
Survey of actual fugitive emissions conducted in a pilot project
at Stag

Continued alignment with the TCFD
recommendations and commitment to
transparent disclosures
•
•
•
•

In 2020 Jadestone developed its alignment with the recommendations outlined in the G20’s Financial Stability Board Task
Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures, utilising it as a practical tool for navigating the transition to a low-carbon
economy and increasing our understanding of the resilience of our business strategy. Jadestone introduced improvements
across the Governance and Risk Management areas.

Governance
Disclose the organisation’s governance around climate-related risks and opportunities
Board oversight of climate-related risks and
opportunities

Jadestone recognises that climate change is a potential strategic risk to companies and society at large, and it
is therefore the duty of the Board to manage it in the same way as any other strategic risk. The Board reviews
Jadestone’s Corporate Risk Matrix biannually, which as of 2020, also includes the transitional risk of climate
change. In addition, the Board receives monthly ESG briefings from the Leadership Team, which report on progress
of climate-related programmes where appropriate.
The Board’s HSE, Remuneration and Disclosure Committee are jointly responsible for overseeing Jadestone’s
strategies, programmes, performance and disclosures relating to ESG, which includes climate change.

Management role in assessing
and managing climate-related risks
and opportunities

In 2020, the Climate Change Working Group (“CCWG”) was formed, which included senior leaders from Finance,
Risk & Strategy, HR, Investor Relations and Environment. The CCWG is tasked with developing climate-related
strategies and programmes in line with the TCFD recommendations and its work is supported by energy and
emissions reporting from key functional areas such as HSE and Operations.

To ascertain the magnitude of GHG reduction, 2019 performance in brackets also
includes Montara performance data covering the period under the previous operator

2021 ESG STRATEGIC CORPORATE GOALS
CLIMATE CHANGE AND GHG COMMITMENTS

1. Reducing GHG emissions in operations by…

Task Force on Climate-related
Financial Disclosures

Develop a Climate Change Strategy in alignment with TCFD
requirements
Further integration of climate risk into the Corporate Risk
Framework and business processes
Define most suitable metrics for assessing climate related risks
and opportunities
Develop Scenario Analysis methodology

CASE STUDY: MONTARA

Reduction of flaring and diesel use

Strategy
Disclose the actual and potential impacts of climate-related risks and opportunities on the organisation’s business, strategy and financial planning
where such information is material
Climate-related risks and opportunities
identified over short, medium and long term

Throughout 2020, Jadestone made considerable progress in understanding its climate-related risks. Through a
series of risk workshops the Company identified and assessed the following climate-related risks:
Key physical risks include increase of extreme/adverse weather events, change in metocean conditions and an
increase in high heat days.
Transitional risks include changes in government legislation, shareholder divestment and public expectation
around emissions management and decarbonisation.
These risks were assessed considering short (<2 years) and medium (3-5 years) and long (>5 years) timeframes.

Impacts of climate-related risks and
opportunities on organisation’s businesses,
strategy and financial planning

Jadestone is currently reviewing the material implications of climate-related risks on its business. This analysis will
inform Climate Change Strategy to be developed in the course of 2021.

Resilience of organisation’s strategy taking
into account different climate scenarios,
including a 2°C scenario

as above

Risk Management
Disclose how the organisation identifies, assesses and manages climate-related risks

2020 performance:
40% reduction in flaring, 10% target exceeded

Processes for identifying and assessing
climate-related risks

Climate change considerations are aligned with Jadestone’s formal Risk Management Framework and follow the
same process as the identification and management of risk in other parts of the business. Climate-related risks,
that are of strategic importance, have been incorporated into the Corporate Risk Register in 2020 after a series
of risk workshops facilitated by the newly formed CCWG. Further integration of climate risk into Corporate Risk
Framework is planned in 2021.

Processes for managing climate-related risks

as above

How processes for identifying, assessing,
and managing climate-related risks are
integrated into the organisation’s overall risk
management

as above

33% reduction in diesel use
90,000t of CO2-e avoided
Upon taking over operatorship of the Montara asset, Jadestone’s
Operations team identified an opportunity to increase the uptime
of the reinjection compressor and therefore enable increased
reinjection of produced gas. This presented an opportunity of great
environmental value whilst also maintaining reservoir pressure
support. At acquisition, the average daily flaring volume was
approximately 10mm scf/d, with the majority of produced gas
being flared. The Company has made a substantial investment into
the gas reinjection system and has adopted improved operating
practices. This is reflective of the strong management focus on
flaring volumes, a key metric monitored and reviewed daily at
Jadestone.
*

2019 levels include data from previous operator to arrive at the full calendar
year performance

Montara Venture FPSO

A reduction target was set at 10% for Montara, however through
this project, Jadestone has managed to increase equipment
reliability more than expected, achieving 40% reduction in flaring
during 2020, compared to 2019 levels*. A further 5% reduction has
been targeted for 2021. Jadestone will continue to seek ways of
further driving down flaring volumes, whilst acknowledging that
some level of residual gas flaring is necessary to maintain safe oil
and gas operations.
Diesel consumption at Montara was also reduced by 33%,
exceeding the 10% target set, due to an increased availability of
reinjection gas to kick off wells instead of using diesel. This is both
an environmental and economical improvement to the business.

Metrics and Targets
Disclose the metrics and targets used to assess and manage the relevant climate related risks and opportunities where such information is material
Metrics used by the organisation to assess
climate-related risks and opportunities in
line with its strategy and risk management
process

For the purposes of internal performance review, Jadestone monitors metrics such as flaring, diesel consumption
and absolute GHG emissions as well as emission intensity of its assets by unit of production.
Jadestone is currently reviewing the implications of the climate-related risks on its business which includes
consideration of the most suitable metrics for assessing climate related risks and opportunities.

Scope 1, Scope 2, and, if appropriate, Scope 3
GHG emissions, and the related risks

Jadestone collects and manages the emission and energy consumption data for its operated assets and
continuously looks for ways to improve the efficiency of operations. Jadestone currently reports Scope 1 and 2
emissions, as per Section "Climate Change - GHG" of this report.

Targets used by the organisation to manage
climate-related risks and opportunities and
performance against targets

In 2021, Jadestone commits to reducing flaring and diesel use by 5% compared to 2020 levels at its Australian
assets.

ENVIRONMENT

Jadestone is committed to ensuring that the carbon footprint of its
assets is reduced to as low as reasonably practicable. Throughout
2021 Jadestone will continue looking for emissions reduction
opportunities across existing and newly added assets. Furthermore,
Jadestone recognises that it will continue to evolve its strategy
to demonstrate to its stakeholders a compelling business case and
a relevance in the face of the energy transition as demonstrated
by priority 2.

Energy & GHG Emissions
Metrics
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Social and Human
Capital
2020 Highlights

88

%

Nationals directly
employed by
Jadestone

Lost Time
Injuries (LTIs)
at operating assets

NETTS
Apprentice
programme
participation

2021 Outlook
• Target Zero recordable incidents, (<2)
• Undertake Company-wide HSE Culture Survey
• Complete 8 OHS & Environment audits
• Implement a community activity in all countries
of operation, target 10% increase in spending
year-on-year
• Improve the measurement of community
investment impact as well as employee
participation in community programmes
• Retain local national talent, targeting 90%
representation

“At Jadestone we strive to create
a safe and rewarding working
environment for our workforce,
and go beyond this to recognise
the positive impacts we can
make on wider society.”
Lucy Dean
Mark Pearce, a mechanical technician on the Montara Venture FPSO

GROUP HR MANAGER

• Conduct an Employee Engagement Survey,
targeting for 80% participation rate
• Sponsor 2 more apprentices as part of NETTS
programme, and provide student internships
for at least 5 new graduates
• Ensure all employees have completed a
Performance Review under a range of KPIs
• Ensure the offshore workforce achieves
training and competency levels as defined in
the Offshore training matrix, targeting at least
90% completion

S O C I A L A N D H U M A N C A P I TA L
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MATERIAL MATTER

2020 was a year of important safety milestones for the Company’s
Australian operations. In August 2020, Montara achieved 1-year
LTI free (representing the time under Jadestone operating control),
whilst Stag celebrated 8 years LTI free. These milestones are
particularly meaningful in the context of the pandemic and the level
of activity on both assets.

Why it Matters

Management Approach
Jadestone’s Board-approved HSE Policy and Corporate HSE Plan
lay out Jadestone’s philosophy and approach to health and safety.
This is further supported by the shared value of “Safety”. Safety
takes precedence in everything Jadestone does and is a key element
identified in Management and employee performance pay.
Electrical maintenance and testing at Lemang

A safety performance like this is a huge credit to the safe and
professional behaviour of the offshore team involving both core
crew and contract partners, onshore support functions, the safety
leadership and the commitment to safety shown throughout the
business right to the top.

ABOUT JADESTONE

• Zero LTIs at operating assets
• Healthy and safe workforce during
COVID-19 pandemic
• HSE Culture Survey launched

Pictured above is Australia’s Operations Manager Tom Coolican
presenting the award of safety excellence to Montara and Stag
OIMs.

Jadestone's Shared Value
Putting safety first at all times, aligning standards
across assets, geographies and cultures
Jadestone’s HSE Policy can be found on Jadestone’s website.

Emergency Response Training Hours*
HSE Management System

Jadestone recognises its duty of care to protect the health,
safety and welfare of its workforce and other stakeholders who
might be impacted by the business. Jadestone abides by the legal
requirements in the countries within which it operates as
a minimum.

In order to satisfy its commitments to proper control of risk at
the facility, as well as to protection of workers, environment and
communities, Jadestone relies on its HSE MS, as per Section:
Environmental Management, pg. 13. The HSE MS describes the
standards, procedures and behaviours necessary to achieve the
desired HSE performance and outcomes when it comes to the
assets in Australia.

In Australia, the OHS regulatory regime for offshore oil and
gas operators uses a safety case approach, as underpinned by
the Offshore Petroleum and Greenhouse Gas Storage (Safety)
Regulations 2009. In this regime an operations-specific Safety
Case document is developed, which identifies the hazards and
risks, describes how the risks are controlled as well as the safety
management system in place to ensure the controls are effectively
and consistently applied.

To drive continuous improvement, Jadestone regularly reviews
and updates the HSE MS system in line with its operational
requirements and the findings from the activity risk assessments
and internal audits. As Jadestone continues to grow and expand its
geographical footprint as a business, it recognises the importance
of aligning its HSE standards across regional assets, whilst ensuring
local requirements are well understood and addressed as
a minimum.

In 2020, Jadestone engaged in the following OHS regulatory
activities:

The Company monitors its OHS performance closely through
a combination of leading and lagging KPIs and reports this
information on an ongoing basis to the Leadership Team and
to the Board.

Regulatory management

•

•

Australia: In regard to the new offtake model at Stag (refer to
Case Study: Stag, pg 14), the revision to operations necessitated
a change to the regulatory management framework that had
been in place for the prior floating, storage and offloading
arrangement. Jadestone worked with Australian regulators
to ensure the new operating model complied with all relevant
laws and regulations and to obtain their acceptance. As part of
that effort, the Company’s Safety Case for the Stag asset was
updated.
New Zealand: Jadestone has engaged New Zealand’s Health
and Safety regulator, Worksafe NZ, in respect of the Maari
Safety Case and has received consent for its Maari Field
Bridging Document. This document will be replaced in due
course following the transfer of interest and commencement
of operatorship by Jadestone. (For more details please refer to
Section: Environment Management, pg. 13 for more details.)

ENVIRONMENT

Health and safety considerations remain a central focus for
Jadestone. The Company is committed to providing a safe and
rewarding work environment, and to maintain an exceptional health
and safety performance wherever it operates. As safety starts with
the individual, all individuals who work for Jadestone are expected
to demonstrate a commitment to their own health, safety and
wellbeing. Jadestone is committed to supporting its workforce with
the necessary training, systems, procedures, personal preventative
equipment and tools.

2020 HIGHLIGHTS

Jadestone’s Leadership Team is responsible for the implementation
of the HSE MS, which is supported by executive performance
KPIs. In Australia, a Regional HSE Committee, which includes
representatives from onshore, offshore and senior management,
meets quarterly to review HSE performance and to identify
opportunities for improvement.
Furthermore, the Health, Safety and Environment Board SubCommittee meets at least three times a year and assists the Board
in obtaining assurance that appropriate policies and systems are in
place to effectively manage the health, safety and environmental
as well as ESG risks in relation to the Group’s operations and ensure
that the Group’s activities are planned and executed in a safe and
responsible manner.

2020

2019

2018

0

500

1,000

1,500

2,000

* applies to workforce in Australia and NZ

Culture of safety
To ensure a culture of safety is maintained throughout its
operations, Jadestone regularly conducts safety briefings, toolbox
talks and emergency drills. These activities are underpinned by
workplace risk assessments and audits to identify unsafe practices
or conditions. Other mitigations include engineering controls, permit
to work controls and safe work procedures.
Jadestone maintains an onsite emergency response capability
and mandates that all incidents, including accidents and spills are
reported and recorded in an electronic incident management and
hazard reporting tool. Any actions which may arise from incident
investigations are assigned and tracked. HSE KPIs are set for each
facility and reviewed by management on a monthly basis.
Jadestone ensures that all individuals have the correct competencies
to achieve its HSE targets. In Australia, anyone visiting sites must
complete Jadestone’s formal online HSE required inductions prior
to their arrival on site. The completion of Safety Case Awareness
training for offshore personnel is mandatory for employees
and contractors, as is a site-specific induction, and formal helicopter
and sea survival training.

S O C I A L A N D H U M A N C A P I TA L

Providing a safe working environment and
maintaining people’s health and well-being
is of paramount importance to Jadestone.

Exceptional safety record in Australia:
1 and 8 years LTI free

GOVERNANCE AND LEADERSHIP

Occupational Health and Safety

CASE STUDY:
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Stakeholder Management

COVID-19 Response to Health and Wellbeing
Jadestone developed and implemented management frameworks
to manage the COVID-19 pandemic and potential exposure for all
individuals. Jadestone offices took steps to strengthen the workingfrom-home arrangements, while rostering and travel arrangements
for offshore personnel in Australia were modified to accommodate
quarantine and isolation requirements, as well as reducing exposure
risks wherever possible.

Jadestone is committed to engaging
with its stakeholders in a transparent
and meaningful way, ensuring they are
considered in the Company’s processes
and operations.

Jadestone recognises that the mental health and wellbeing of its
workforce is of paramount importance to its business with the issue
becoming more critical during the COVID-19 pandemic. Recognising
this increasing need for workforce support, Jadestone introduced the
following measures:

Why it Matters

Stephen Porter on Montara

Fatigue risk assessment to support the temporary need for
longer offshore work cycles.

HSE Culture Survey
Jadestone launched its first HSE Culture survey in 2020, to further
assess Jadestone’s safety culture and improve the understanding
of HSE Performance. The survey was based on the industry-wide
‘Safer Together’ HSE Culture survey.
The 2020 results instigated the following Company-wide focus
areas:
•

The provision of mental health first aid training for employees;

•

Leadership training for supervisory and management roles; and

•

Delivering information sessions on Jadestone’s behavioural
based safety programme.

It is Jadestone’s intention to undertake the HSE Cultural survey on
an annual basis and to conduct peer benchmarking to ensure the
continued improvement of its practices.

Inclusive and tailored stakeholder management is key to successful
operations across geographies, jurisdictions and cultures. With an
expanding operating footprint in the Asia Pacific region, Jadestone
recognises the importance of a comprehensive stakeholder
management strategy to successfully and considerately operate
in this diverse range of countries.

ENVIRONMENT

Mental health programme for offshore employees (e.g. mental
health check ins, on-call support during the time working
offshore); and

Management Approach
Occupational H&S Metrics

Unit

Manhours worked
Recordable Incidents
Total Recordable Injury Rate
Medical Treatment Cases
High Potential Incident
Lost Time Injury
Loss of Primary containment - Tier 1
HSE Audits
Full emergency exercises
Desktop Emergency exercises

mm hours
# per year
rate
# per year
# per year
# per year
# per year
# per year
# per year
# per year

2020

2019

3.2
0
3.15
0
2
0
1
7
1
4

0.21 *
1
12.32
0
0
0
0
8
1
3

Jadestone’s commitment to understanding stakeholders’ feedback
and views is fundamental to achieving balanced outcomes for
the community, workforce and shareholders. Jadestone strives
to facilitate open communication in order to build and maintain
relationships with both internal and external stakeholders and
dedicates a significant amount of time and effort to engage with
stakeholders all year-round.
In 2020, Jadestone developed a Corporate Stakeholder Engagement
Strategy. This strategy was implemented to determine a more
strategic and cohesive approach, and an overall engagement
framework as to how Jadestone engages with its stakeholders
across Asia Pacific.

* Jadestone commenced operation of Montara facilities August 2019

The table below lists its key stakeholders and methods of
engagement.
Paul Blakeley and Owen Hobbs at Montara

2020 Performance

Future Outlook

Despite the recognised impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic,
Jadestone’s performance across key OHS indicators has remained
strong.

Robust health and safety management systems rely on a cycle
of continuous improvement. In 2021 Jadestone has committed to
improving its HSE performance through the following targets:

•

Improvement of Recordable Incidents, achieving target
of < 2

•

Zero LTIs at our Stag facility offshore Australia for 8
consecutive years and 1 year at Montara

•

Combined Total Recordable Injury Rate (“TRIR”) significantly
reduced

Despite these positive developments reflected in lagging statistics,
Jadestone experienced an increasing number of HiPOs. Transparent
reporting of incidents including HiPOs is important and actively
supported at Jadestone to allow for continuous improvement.
Jadestone carefully investigates each HiPO with a view to ensure
learnings are cascaded widely and aimed to prevent re-occurrence
and further improve safety performance.

2021 ESG STRATEGIC CORPORATE GOALS

• Target Zero Recordable Incidents, with
continuous improvement year on year (<2)
• Undertake a further company-wide HSE Culture
Survey
• Complete 8 OHS & Environment Audits as per
HSE Audit Plan 2021
• Continue the provision of full-time medic to
indigenous communities at Truscott during the
COVID-19 pandemic emergency

Jadestone Stakeholders

How we Engage

Employees and contractors

Holding regular staff and contractor meetings, internal news updates and newsletters, tailored
surveys, townhalls, apprenticeship and internship shows

Communities and Indigenous
groups

Country specific stakeholder mapping and consultation, interviews and surveys, support through
community programmes and events

Regulators

Regular meetings and correspondence, representation on industry associations, site visits, ongoing
information sharing

Shareholders and investment
community

Annual General Meeting, Capital Markets Events, roadshows, webcasts, investor presentations,
correspondence and direct contact through dedicated investor relations function, social media
engagement, ESG questionnaires and surveys, website

Business partners and suppliers

Regular meetings, active management of key projects and assets, contracts and tenure

Non-government organisations

Collaboration on social investments, representations through industry associations, media monitoring

Media

Media releases, interviews, contact through dedicated media liaison function, website

Industry peers

Industry conferences and presentations, representation on industry associations

S O C I A L A N D H U M A N C A P I TA L

•

• Relationship Agreement with the Iwi
communities in New Zealand
• Stakeholder programmes successfully
undertaken in Australia
• Corporate Stakeholder Engagement
Strategy developed
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Community Engagement

View from the Montara FPSO

2020 Overview

Future Outlook

In 2020 Jadestone initiated its first ESG survey. The intent of this
survey was to seek feedback from its workforce on ESG topics that
matter to them the most, and what more the Company should be
doing in the context of the ESG agenda.

Jadestone is committed to developing tailored Stakeholder
Management Plans for each location in which it operates, with
early engagement expected to take place prior to transfer
of operatorship.

The key stakeholder engagement activities undertaken across
regions in 2020 are summarised below:

Jadestone will continue to engage with internal and external
stakeholders in a transparent manner. Jadestone’s country-specific
engagements will help it to understand the local communities and
will help shape Jadestone’s community development programmes.

Maari (New Zealand)
Key Stakeholders:

Local Iwi communities, neighbours and NZ Regulators

Context:

Ahead of assuming operatorship over the Maari asset, Jadestone confirmed and prioritised key stakeholders that may be affected by
its operations. Jadestone has also initiated a dialog with the Iwi representatives, entering into a Relationship Agreement
Through the agreement Jadestone committed to working together with Iwi representatives, Te Kāhui, “to enable on-going
information sharing and mutual education on matters relating to Jadestone’s activities and Te Kāhui’s interests ...”.

Key stakeholder
topics:

Environmental impacts that may affect the Iwi ability to use, protect and enhance the land and sea that is of cultural, historical and
environmental significance to them.

Outcome:

•
•

Stakeholder Engagement Plan developed
Jointly signed Relationship Agreement with the Iwi community

Stag and Montara (Australia)
Key Stakeholders:

Local communities and Australian Regulators

Context:

In relation to a planned drilling campaign on the Montara asset, Jadestone developed a specific Environment Plan for this discrete
activity, which was accompanied by a stakeholder consultation exercise.
All relevant persons to the operations received information sheets detailing the scope and timing of the activities, with an
opportunity to ask questions and raise concerns.
Jadestone liaised with the West Australian Fishing Industry Council to consult relevant fishing licence holders.

Key stakeholder
topics:

Environmental and other impacts and risks posed by the drilling activities and the effect they have on the stakeholders.

Outcome:

•
•

Relevant stakeholder informed on the planned activities
Successful Environmental Plan approval

Lemang (Indonesia)
Key Stakeholders:

Local communities, local and Indonesia central Government bodies

Context:

In line with the acquisition of Lemang assets during 2020, a smooth transition process was achieved from the previous operator.
Transition was facilitated by the Jadestone Indonesia team liaising with the Government in relation to the work programme and
budget commitments to meet the regulatory compliance obligations.
Early engagement with local communities to introduce Jadestone was carried out successfully.

Key stakeholder
topics:

Impact of development activities during the future construction work and operations of the Akatara gas plant and sales gas pipeline;
employment and economic growth opportunities.

Outcome:

•
•

An Engagement Plan developed
Smooth transition that takes into account stakeholder expectations

2020 HIGHLIGHTS

• 88% Nationals directly employed in
Company operations in Asia Pacific
• $28.7mm paid in local taxes and fees
in Asia Pacific
• 3 Community programmes in
Southeast Asia

Management Approach

Community Engagement Programmes

Jadestone recognises that it can create sustainable value for the
local communities and maximise positive contribution by:

Jadestone is focused on forming long term partnerships in
communities where it operates. It is involved in local community
projects that contribute to a more sustainable future. When
investigating the most suitable options to support, Jadestone’s
sustainability material matters are taken into consideration,
amongst other parameters. As per Jadestone Social Investment
Guidelines, the potential programmes are screened according
to their ability to contribute in two focus areas:

•

Creating local employment

•

Paying local taxes

•

Supporting local business as part of its supply chain

•

Community support programmes based on community needs

Through its targeted business strategy of taking over mid-life
assets in Asia Pacific that otherwise might have been retired,
Jadestone extends employment opportunities to local communities.
In doing so, it actively seeks to employ the national workforce.
This is demonstrated by 88% representation across the
organisation.

Education: Jadestone is committed to finding opportunities to
support education and training in local communities, through
corporate sponsorship, training and volunteer time.
Health & Wellness: Jadestone looks for ways in which it can
contribute to improving the health and wellness of partner
communities.

Jadestone’s contribution goes beyond job creation. Jadestone
endeavours to utilise local supply chains by engaging local
contractors.
Jadestone makes a positive contribution to local economies in 2020
by paying local taxes and fees amounting to $28.7 million.

S O C I A L A N D H U M A N C A P I TA L

Jadestone strives to deliver positive
socioeconomic outcomes for the local
communities in the countries where
it operates.
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CASE STUDY:

Continued partnership with local NGO
in Vietnam
In Vietnam, Jadestone has continued to collaborate with a local NGO
supporting two initiatives that delivered positive education and
health outcomes for disadvantaged local communities.

Supporting early education
Jadestone identified an opportunity to support early education
in one of the poorest remote areas of Vietnam. It supported the
development of three public school libraries in the central highlands
of Vietnam: Kroongpa – Gia Lai, Phu Mo – Phu Yen, and Phu Hai
– Binh Thuan province, through purchase of children’s books and
necessary equipment. The desired outcome of the initiative is
improvement in the quality of local primary education.

Public school library at Kroongpa - Gia Lai province, Vietnam

Clean water access
As part of Jadestone’s ongoing engagement with communities in
the U Minh district in the Ca Mau province of Vietnam, a coastal
area close to Jadestone’s development project, Jadestone’s team
identified challenges for local families accessing consistent supplies
of clean, fresh water. Water provision can be sporadic in the region,
especially during the dry season, with saltwater intrusion impacting
large parts of the Mekong Delta in southwestern Vietnam.
Jadestone has provided high quality water storage tanks to over
50 families in the region.

GOVERNANCE AND LEADERSHIP
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Volunteering

Singapore
Willing Hearts was selected as an organisation of choice for
volunteering in 2020. Willing Hearts is a secular, non-affiliated
charity, that operates a soup kitchen. Beneficiaries include
the elderly, the disabled, low-income families, children from
single parent families or otherwise poverty-stricken families,
and migrant workers in Singapore. Jadestone Singapore staff
were able to take part in the food preparation process that
contributed to the daily effort of very many volunteers resulting
in about 5,000 meals daily.

•

Australia
The Montara facility has been involved in the ‘Cash for
Containers’ programme since 2015. In this scheme, Jadestone’s
personnel collect water bottles, aluminium cans and soft
drink bottles used on the facility and donate them to the
Down Syndrome Association of Northern Territory (Australia).
Association workers remove and count the lids and receive
Cash for Containers donations, which in 2020 amounted to over
$10,000 (60% increase from 2019).

Setting up a school library in rural Vietnam

ENVIRONMENT

•

Jadestone Indonesia team supporting a local soccer club

Future Outlook
Throughout 2020 Jadestone has increased its focus on supporting
targeted community programmes. This commitment will extend
into 2021 and beyond.

2021 ESG STRATEGIC CORPORATE GOALS

• Implement a community activity in all countries
of operations, target 10% increase
in spending year-on-year
• Improve the measurement of community
investment impact as well as employee
participation in community programmes

Volunteering at Willing Hearts in Singapore

COVID-19 SUPPORT

Supporting an orphanage in Malaysia
Jadestone identified an opportunity to support an orphanage
in Kuala Lumpur, that was struggling financially throughout
the enforced lockdown during the pandemic.
Housing 55 children ranging from 8 months to 19 years old,
the centre was having difficulties paying rent and providing
for utilities, school supplies and groceries.

Water tank in transit, Vietnam

Jadestone Malaysia staff visited the center a number of
times throughout 2020 and were able to assist with the
outstanding bills as well as the purchase of new household
appliances. Company donations were supplemented by generous
direct contributions from the employees.

The Company is humbled by recognising the opportunity to support
the center, its staff and the children, recognising the devastating
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on those groups who are
particularly vulnerable.

S O C I A L A N D H U M A N C A P I TA L

Indonesia
Jadestone’s Indonesia team have a long-standing relationship
with a Jakarta-based soccer club, Kemang FC.
The club aims to promote the sport and provide positive
activities for children and teenagers. Jadestone employees
are passionate about playing alongside the local community
members as well as training the members of the club and
advancing their skills.

GOVERNANCE AND LEADERSHIP
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Jadestone’s direct investment initiatives are complemented by
employee volunteering within the organisation.
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Jadestone’s approach to diversity and inclusion is underpinned
by its Diversity Policy, which was approved by the Board in 2020.
This policy recognises that people from different backgrounds
and experiences can bring valuable insights to the workplace
and enhance Jadestone’s operations. Ultimate responsibility for
ensuring implementation and operation of this policy rests with
the Jadestone Board and Leadership team.

Jadestone’s diversity principles
•

Develop a workforce that reflects the diversity of the
communities we serve

Why it Matters

Management Approach

•

Comprehensive workforce management helps provide a positive
working environment, improves retention, and minimises
operational disruptions.

Jadestone’s people strategy focuses on building strong capabilities
and driving a diverse culture that optimises workforce performance
and fuels business growth. Its approach to managing people is
reflective of a diverse workforce that is office and site-based,
spanning across a number of geographies and cultures.

Cultivate a culture which fosters access and inclusion, with
all internal and external stakeholders treated fairly and with
respect

•

Recruit, develop and manage employees in line with individual
competencies

•

Provide a supportive working environment that is adapted as
required to meet the needs of a diverse workforce

•

Adapt and adopt an organisation and work methods to include
everyone

Jadestone values its people and the contribution they make and has
an engaged, supported and diverse workforce.

“We attract the best talent from different
backgrounds, empower them, develop capable
leaders and offer challenging opportunities that
help them realise their potential.”
As per Jadestone’s mission

Jadestone’s working environment offers equal opportunities,
safe working conditions, competitive terms of employment and
comprehensive learning and development opportunities. Jadestone’s
HR, compensation and performance management practices are
overseen by the Board’s Compensation Committee.

Jadestone’s Ho Chi Minh City office

Jadestone Permanent Employees

161 162
2020

2019

Women in Jadestone*

36% 19% 21%

•

Commit to a policy of equal employment opportunity and pay
equality

of onshore
workforce

of overall
workforce

•

Maintain a workplace that is free of any harassment or unfair
discrimination with appropriate avenues for the investigation
of complaints

* relates to permanent employees

of Senior
Management

12.5%

of Jadestone’s
Board

% of Local Nationals across Jadestone Offices

Workforce profile
At the end of 2020, Jadestone had 161 permanent employees and
66 temporary employees, with females representing 19% and 27%
of the totals respectively. Jadestone only had 1 part-time employee.
Permanent and temporary employees by regions - Southeast Asia
(SEA) and Australia & New Zealand (A&NZ) are summarised below:
•

Permanent: SEA - 41, A&NZ - 120

•

Temporary: SEA - 14, A&NZ - 52

32% of total employees were at year’s end covered by Enterprise
Bargaining Agreements.
Women represent 36% of the total onshore workforce and 18%
of total overall workforce, with 25% percent of women holding
leadership positions at year end. A Company-wide gender balance
of 18% female is reflective of gender diversity being a common
challenge for most oil and gas operators.
Diversity at Jadestone has many facets and goes beyond the
issues of gender balance. Jadestone is committed to developing a
workforce that reflects the diversity of the communities it serves.
Jadestone prioritises the employment of suitably qualified nationals
and supports this by investing in their skills, knowledge and
experience. 88% of Jadestone’s employees are nationals.

Jadestone’s Diversity Policy can be found on Jadestone’s website.

100% 75% 72% 44% 96%
in
Vietnam

in
Indonesia

in
Malaysia

ENVIRONMENT

• Diversity Policy developed
• Mental Health programme for
Offshore Workforce
• ESG Employee Survey conducted
• NETTS apprentice programme
participant

Diversity

in
Singapore

in
Australia

Performance, training and development
Jadestone has an annual performance review process that enables
employees and managers to review the performance of the previous
year and to determine performance outcomes for the year ahead.
This is in line with Jadestone's focus on a performance culture, with
all permanent employees required to complete a performance review.
Jadestone develops its workforce through on-the-job opportunities
and formal training. In Australia, Jadestone provides training
and competency assessments to all of its workforce through the
implementation of role-specific training matrices for office and
offshore workforce.
Jadestone is committed to ensuring its offshore workforce achieves
training and competency levels as defined in the Offshore training
matrix, targeting at least 90% completion. Performance against the
matrix Key Performance Indicators is tracked on a monthly basis for
each site.

S O C I A L A N D H U M A N C A P I TA L

Jadestone strives to create a working
environment that recognises and rewards
performance, offers development
opportunities and promotes diversity.

2020 HIGHLIGHTS

GOVERNANCE AND LEADERSHIP

Workforce Management
and Diversity
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Raising awareness of mental health
Diversity of Governance Bodies and Employees (2020)

Board %
Senior Management* %
Middle Management* %
Other Employees* %

%
Female

<30
years old

30-50
years old

>50
years old

12.5%
21%
16%
21%

0%
0%
0%
8%

13%
43%
47%
49%

88%
57%
53%
43%

* employee categories have been established according to job bands

HR Metrics

Unit

Total permanent employees
Female
Male
Retention rate
Local national representation

#
#
#
%
%

2020

2019

161
29
132
96
88

162
33
129
97
88

Graduate and apprentice programme
Jadestone seeks to create opportunities and build capacity amongst
the future workforce through a programme of apprenticeship and
internships, enabling in 2020:
•

4 apprentices seconded to Jadestone Australia. Jadestone has
committed to ongoing apprenticeship placement via the NETTS
programme in Australia

•

A vacation student programme established in Perth with 2
Engineering, 1 Finance and 1 HR student

•

Graduate and Intern programmes established in Malaysia in
Subsurface, Finance and IT

NETTS apprentices

Jadestone Australia participated in the 2020 RUOK? day for the
second year running.
RUOK? is a suicide prevention charity that aims to start lifechanging conversations by creating a more connected world.
The charity aims to engage as many people as possible in a safe
and inspiring way, and we are proud to be ambassadors toward
that endeavour.
Jadestone's objective is to help its team learn simple but effective
ways to be more connected with one another and the world
around them, and to raise awareness of mental health issues.

Future Outlook
2021 ESG STRATEGIC CORPORATE GOALS

• Conduct an Employee Engagement Survey,
aiming for 80% participation rate
• Sponsor 2 more apprentices as part of NETTS
programme (Australia), and provide student
internships for at least 5 new graduates
(Australia and Malaysia)
• Ensure all employees have completed a
Performance Review
• Ensure the offshore workforce achieves training
and competency levels as defined in the
Offshore training matrix, targeting at least
90% completion
• Retain local national talent, targeting 90%
representation or more

Commitment to building a highly
skilled workforce for the future
• NETTS is the National Energy Technician Training Scheme, an innovative collaboration between
major oil and gas organisations and Programmed to build a skilled, diverse and capable
workforce for the future of the oil and gas industry.
• Jadestone has registered with the NETTS programme for 2021, where it will select apprentices
across Process, Mechanical, and Electrical disciplines.
• Jadestone Australia welcomed two 3rd year Process Plant specialist apprentices to its offshore
team in July 2020 as part of the scheme.
• Their enthusiasm and eagerness to learn was an excellent fit with the Jadestone culture, and
through this programme the Company provided plenty of exposure and real-life experience
in the offshore environment to further their education.

ENVIRONMENT

RUOK?:
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Governance
and Leadership
2020 Highlights

QCA

0

TCFD

Incidents of
non-compliance
in business ethics

Corporate
governance
code adoption

Critical risk
incidents

ESG

Metrics incorporated
into executive KPI’s

Alignment across
risk and governance

2021 Outlook
• Target Zero violations of anti-bribery and anticorruption laws
• Support timely regulatory approvals for new
operations and growth projects

• Target Zero loss of primary containment
• Undertake comprehensive emergency training

• Continue strengthening governance over
climate risk as per TCFD recommendations

“Sustainability is a C-suite matter
at Jadestone that starts with
effective governance.”
Neil Prendergast
Incident response exercise, Perth office

GENERAL COUNSEL

ENVIRONMENT
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• QCA corporate governance code
adoption
• Zero fines for any regulatory breaches
for non-compliance
• ESG metrics incorporated in executive
performance plans

Jadestones's ESG Governance
The Board

HSE Committee

Compensation Committee

Disclosure Committee

Ensures ESG risks and opportunities have been identified and incorporated into the Corporate Risk
Framework, with risk considerations integrated into the Company’s long-term strategy
Oversees operational risks pertaining to health, safety, environment and sustainability, including those
related to climate change. The Committee’s remit has been expanded in 2020 to formalise its oversight
over ESG topics.
Develops and proposes changes to the Remuneration Policy which are in line with Jadestone’s strategic
performance targets. As of 2020, ESG Strategic Corporate Goals have been aligned with executive
incentive schemes, cascading from CEO through to the leadership team and deeper into the organisation.
Oversees the appropriateness of disclosures included in the Company’s financial and non-financial
reporting, which include sustainability and climate-related disclosures.

Why it Matters
Effective governance at Jadestone means that Board members,
the management team and shareholders clearly understand their
roles and responsibilities. It also ensures that the right policies
and procedures are in place which promote individual and group
accountability, ethical and responsible decision making and effective
risk management. The ability to create long-term value is the
ultimate measurement of successful corporate governance.

Management Approach

Jadestone has embedded appropriate governance systems to
ensure that the Board and Jadestone leadership have oversight of
the critical ESG issues and enterprise-level risks, such as climate
change, safety, incident preparedness and community impacts.
The Board’s HSE, Compensation as well as Disclosure Committees
are jointly responsible for overseeing Jadestone’s strategies,
programmes, performance and disclosures relating to ESG.
In 2020, the HSE Committee oversaw changes to:
•

Jadestone’s Community Investment programme with an
increased budget allocation

•

Further alignment with the TCFD

•

UN SDG alignment

Corporate governance
Jadestone believes that an effective corporate governance
framework adds value to its business and enhances stakeholder
confidence in the Company. Jadestone complies with the Quoted
Companies Alliances Corporate Governance Code 2018 (the “QCA
Code”), which was adopted in December 2020.
The Jadestone Board recognises that the QCA Code provides the
Company with the appropriate framework to sustain a strong level
of governance, given its size on the AIM market of the London Stock
Exchange. The Board of Directors regularly assesses Jadestone’s
corporate governance against regulatory developments, relevant
best practice standards and stakeholder demands.

Business ethics
The Board sets the “tone at the top” that demonstrates the
Company’s commitment to integrity and compliance. This tone
lays the groundwork for a corporate culture that is communicated
to individuals at all levels of the organisation.
Jadestone has implemented a Code of Conduct Policy
("Code" or "Code of Conduct") that applies to all individuals working
at Jadestone. The Code clarifies Jadestone’s mission, values and
principles, linking them with standards of professional conduct.
The Code articulates the values Jadestone wishes to foster with
all who work for the Company and defines desired behaviours.
The Code of Conduct reflects the Company’s commitment to a
culture of honesty, integrity and accountability. It condemns such
practices as corruption, anti-trust or any other practices that may
result in violating anti-bribery and anti-corruption laws.
The Company shares a set of core values – Respect, Integrity,
Safety, Results-Orientated, Sustainability and Passion.
All individuals working at Jadestone are expected to make a
commitment to these values, and to contribute to protecting
and enhancing the Company’s reputation. Jadestone’s core values
underpin every aspect of work done within the business, and form
the foundation of the Code of Conduct.
It is the responsibility of all individuals working at Jadestone
to familiarise themselves with the Code, and to comply with it.
All Jadestone onshore and offshore employees undertake an
e-learning course on the Code of Conduct upon commencing
their employment. The induction is monitored to ensure a 100%
completion rate. Employees are required to complete a refresher on
the Code of Conduct every 12 months including confirmation of their
compliance with the Code.

Regulatory compliance
The oil and gas industry is subject to a rapidly-changing regulatory
environment, which can result in material impacts on shareholder
value. As the Company’s footprint spans across several jurisdictions
in Asia Pacific, Jadestone sets high expectations of all of its business
activities in relation to meeting regulatory obligations as well as
managing risk and stakeholder expectations. This task is carried out
jointly in the regions with such functions as Legal, HSE and Finance
working in tandem to ensure Jadestone maintains its licence to
operate.

Extractive sector transparency
For details of Jadestone's governance, including our
Board of Directors, Board Committees and other governance
arrangements, please see the Website and the Corporate
Governance section of the Annual Report.
Refer to QCA Disclosures for more information on how
Jadestone abides by the QCA Code.

As part of its commitment to transparency and legal compliance,
Jadestone disclosed all payments made to governments in all
jurisdictions, in accordance with Canada’s Extractive Sector
Transparency Measures Act.

Jadestone’s Code of Conduct can be found on Jadestone’s website.

Business Ethics Metrics

Unit

Number of legal actions for anticompetitive behaviour, anti-trust,
and monopoly practices and their
outcomes
Significant fines and non-monetary
sanctions for non-compliance with
laws and regulations
Confirmed incidents of corruption

2020

2019

# per year

0

0

# per year

0

0

# per year

0

0

2020 Performance
Jadestone is committed to conducting business in accordance with
all applicable laws and regulations and the highest ethical standards
in all jurisdictions in which it operates. In 2020 Jadestone has
recoded zero incidents of non-compliance in relation to violations
of anti-bribery and anti-corruption laws.

ENVIRONMENT

2020 HIGHLIGHTS

2021 ESG STRATEGIC CORPORATE GOALS

• Target Zero violations of anti-bribery and
anti-corruption laws
• Support timely regulatory approvals for new
operations and growth projects
• Continue strengthening Governance over climate
risk as per TCFD recommendations

Jadestone’s Kuala Lumpur office

S O C I A L A N D H U M A N C A P I TA L

Operating in accordance with high
standards of governance, transparency
and business ethics is essential to creating
long-term sustainable value and a key
priority for Jadestone.

In 2020 Jadestone recoded zero incidents
of non-compliance in relation to violations
of anti-bribery and anti-corruption laws.

GOVERNANCE AND LEADERSHIP

Governance, Business Ethics
and Compliance
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Why it Matters

Asset Integrity

Process Safety is a disciplined framework for managing the
integrity of operating systems and processes that handle hazardous
substances . Its primary focus is on prevention and control of events
that have the potential to release hazardous materials and could
result in an explosion or fire, leading to a major incident. Whilst
typically initiated by a hazardous release, a major incident may also
result from a structural failure or loss of stability. Process safety
is delivered through its innovative and holistic approach to asset
integrity management.

Asset integrity includes all integrity aspects of Company owned
facilities. Significant effort is applied to ensure fabric maintenance
is managed consistently with Jadestone’s end of field life projection
for each of its facilities. Innovation is applied to maximise
productivity and impact in all of its activities (as per Case Study).

Management Approach
As an operator of mid-life assets, Jadestone’s approach to delivering
best practice asset integrity & process safety performance covers
Plant, Process and People improvements:
•

Plant: Upgrading asset infrastructure in line with remaining
field life

•

Process: Rapid assimilation of new assets into Jadestone’s
rigorous facility and well integrity management systems

•

People: Adoption of skills and good practice from the
experienced staff from newly acquired assets

Process safety management practices in Australian operations
are described in facility Safety Cases. These are accepted by the
regulator, NOPSEMA to reduce risks to As Low As Reasonably
Practicable. Safety Cases for each of the Company’s Australian
assets describe the specific process safety controls. Failure of these
controls upon demand, may lead to Tier 1 or Tier 2 process safety
events as defined by the International Association of Oil & Gas
Producers (“IOGP”).

Such subsea repair work is complicated by the marine growth
that occurs in the warm waters of North West Australia and the
congestion caused by the close coupling of the Stag wells.

CASE STUDY:

Montara fabric maintenance campaign
On Montara, a fabric maintenance campaign was launched
as part of the careful transition to Jadestone Operations.
Improvements to the facility are much more than cosmetic,
symbolising Jadestone’s intent to reinforce the value of its assets
through to end of field life. The following images provide an
example of after shots of the starboard deck at the Bow of the
Montara Venture FPSO:

Lagging process safety metrics (Tier 1 and 2)
In 2020, there were zero Loss of Primary Containment events
associated with Jadestone’s Australian facilities in either Tier 1 or
Tier 2 classification. There was, however, a Tier 1 release of 3,900kg
of lift gas from one of the Montara wells in November. A lift-gas
leak is not a part of primary well containment and the wellbore
remained intact. As a result, the well was removed from service
awaiting a well workover, scheduled in the second half of 2021.
The investigation into this event is ongoing and will be informed
by recovery of key components during the well workover.

Leading process safety metrics (Tier 3 and 4)
COVID-19 had a significant impact on the ability to execute work
efficiently in 2020. By year end, however, logistical efficiencies were
re-established and 97% of assurance activities were completed
on time.

The four tiers of lagging and
leading indicators1
Tier 1

LOPC events of
greater consequence

Annual Independent Competent Person audits were completed for
Stag and, for the first time, Montara. Six performance standards
were reviewed for Stag, with four minor non-compliances identified.
Sixteen performance standards were reviewed for the Montara
assets, including the Montara Venture FPSO and wellhead platform,
with one significant and nine minor non-compliances identified.

Verification of the effectiveness of these controls are subject to
Jadestone’s assurance and audit processes. Jadestone tracks its IOGP
Tier 3 performance for each asset by measuring the percentage of
assurance activities completed versus plan.
Tier 4 performance is assured by Independent Competent Person
audits, which investigate the entire set of performance standards
on each asset on a rolling 5-year review cycle.

Tier 2
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Process safety

2020 Performance

When Cyclone Damien passed directly over the Stag platform in
February 2020 it caused violent swells that dislodged the stabilising
guides of several well conductors. Conductors are non-pressure
retaining piping elements that support individual well heads.
With dislodged guides, the conductors lose lateral stiffness and
move with ocean waves and tides.

Other 2020 highlights
Jadestone retains Technical Authorities (“TAs”) to oversee all
aspects of asset integrity and process safety, including well integrity
and environment. The TAs are required to provide direction on
specific and systemic risk issues, ensuring that the primacy of
safety is preserved at all times. In line with Jadestone’s focus
on establishing systematic processes to efficiently support the
acquisition of new assets, all of the core TA disciplines were brought
in house in 2020.
•

Zero Tier 1 or 2 LOPC events at Jadestone facilities

•

Refinement of the Jadestone process safety Management
Framework

•

Design of an electronic implementations of the Jadestone
Management of Change (“MOC”) system

•

Integration of TAss across regulatory areas (Safety; Well
integrity and environment)

•

Development of the Jadestone Well Integrity Assurance
Management Framework

•

Closeout of 6/7 Stag 2019 Independent Competent Person
review actions

Future outlook
Jadestone will continue its focus on maintaining effective and
efficient process safety and asset Integrity practices built on best
practice industry standards. In 2021, these considerations will
be extended onto newly acquired assets as part of operatorship
transition and careful change management. Good practices from
new assets will be codified in Jadestone’s corporate standards.

LOPC events of lesser consequence

2021 ESG STRATEGIC CORPORATE GOALS

Tier 2

Challenges to safety systems

Tier 4

Operating discipline & management system performance indicators
1

The typical repair would need to be conducted by a full work-class
Remote Operated Vehicle (“ROV”), launched from a specialised
vessel with Dynamic Positioning capability. With careful planning
and innovative use of a smaller package ROV, deployed directly from
the Stag platform, the displaced guides were refitted directly from
the platform, facilitating repair up to 6 months earlier than the
traditional approach, at a saving of some $3-4 million.

IOGP. “Process safety – recommended practice on key performance indicators”,
IOGP Report 456

• Zero Loss of Primary containment
• Extending process safety and asset integrity
practices onto newly acquired assets

ENVIRONMENT

• Safe and reliable adaptation to COVID
operations
• Assimilation of Montara
• Realisation of savings from
innovative maintenance

Stag conductor guide repair

S O C I A L A N D H U M A N C A P I TA L

2020 HIGHLIGHTS
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Jadestone deploys robust processes and
systems that ensure process safety and
integrity of its operating assets.

CASE STUDY:

GOVERNANCE AND LEADERSHIP

Asset Integrity and Process Safety
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2020 HIGHLIGHTS

• 75% of the Perth office are trained
and participate in the IMT
• Successful IMT exercise with AMSA
• 1 full emergency and 4 IMTs

Why it Matters

Emergency Preparedness

The unplanned release of hydrocarbons or spills of chemicals,
oils, and fuels, can potentially affect soil, water, air, biodiversity,
and human health. Effective and reliable emergency response
and preparedness systems including hydrocarbon spill response
capability is crucial.

Corporate response

Operational response

Future Outlook

Jadestone’s Group Crisis Team (“GCT”) are responsible for the
development of the Group Crisis plan and the management of
Jadestone’s reputation, operability, licence to operate, liabilities and
potential financial loss.

Jadestone’s IMT Response Plan is the Company’s response tool at a
facility level, that, amongst other things, defines the IMT exercises
that the Company undertakes.

Jadestone will ensure that it maintains high levels of preparedness
and response through its testing and exercising programme.

Management Approach
Risk management
The Jadestone Energy Risk Management framework is aligned with
the requirements of ISO 31000 and addresses risk management
at three levels 1 - Task, 2 - Facility and 3 – Business. The three
risk levels are directly related and the risk assessments cascade
such that Business level risks set the context for Facility risk
assessments, and Facility level risks set the context for Task risk
assessments.

Level 1

The GCT identify and manage domestic and global issues and
developments that may have an impact upon the business
operations of Jadestone Energy. The GCT follow the Jadestone
Energy Crisis Management Plan that defines process and procedures
to respond effectively to a major crisis event and provide the
framework for the integrated management of crisis and incidents
within Jadestone Energy. The GCT provide technical, operational and
communication advice to country-level incident management teams
or to the wider Jadestone organisation.
Jadestone utilises a tiered incident response structure to deal with
and manage crises, incidents and disruptions associated with each
of the organisation’s risks. This structure is activated progressively,
from facility-based Emergency Response Team “ERT”, shore-based
Incident Management Team “IMT”, then if required to the corporate
GCT as illustrated below.

Task

Task level risks are assessed ahead of execution of each task, as
required by the Integrated Safe System of Work.

Strategic

3
Group Crisis Team
Corporate response

Level 2

Facility

Risks are assessed concurrently with the requirements of key
regulatory documents, and are continually reviewed against the
context of planned activity over the detailed plan time horizon.
Level 3

Operational

Shore-based response

Business

Risks are assessed concurrently with the development of the Annual
Value Plan, which details the high-level activities over a 12 month
reporting period.

2
Incident
Management Team

Tactical

1
Emergency
Response Team
& First Responders
Facility/Site-Level response

• Business Continuity
• Liability
• Reputation
• Stakeholder management

• People
• Environment
• Assets
• Recovery

• Lifesaving
• Mustering
• Firefighting
• Rescue
• First Strike Actions

2021 ESG STRATEGIC CORPORATE GOALS

Undertake:
• Quarterly IMT exercises*
• Annual oil spill response exercise*,
• Annual oil spill workshop*,
• Weekly facility drills
*

Relates to Australia IMT

2020 Performance
Jadestone has remained committed to its culture of safety and
delivered on its IMT Exercise and Testing Programme in 2020 as
planned. Throughout 2020 Jadestone focused on improving its oil
spill and incident management team training and drills. To ensure
the best response in the event of an incident, 75% of the Perth
office are trained and participate in the IMT.

CASE STUDY:

Incident management team exercise:
“Black Hawk Down”
In June 2020 Jadestone conducted an IMT exercise drill - ‘Black Hawk
Down’ in the Perth office. The drill was one of the quarterly IMT
drills that are planned to address a Jadestone major accident event
for both Stag and Montara over a period of three years.
The Black Hawk Down scenario was a controlled emergency landing
into the ocean from a helicopter on route to Montara for a crew
change-out. Planning for the exercise involved the key personnel
from Operations, the Aviation contractor and the Australian
Maritime Safety Authority “AMSA” representatives.

The drill achieved the key objectives: clarification of roles and
responsibilities and ensuring collaborative approach with the
external parties.
IMT exercises form a cornerstone of Jadestone’s commitment to
safety and emergency preparedness.

ENVIRONMENT

To maintain Jadestone’s ability to react to and manage major
incidents, a three-year exercise cycle has been implemented.
Over the course of a three-year period it is intended that all major
incident events including key major accident events and oil spills
are exercised using a stand-alone IMT drill or as part of an annual
functional exercise. The exercise cycle is planned in such a way as to
include a quarterly major accident event scenario, oil spill response
workshop and exercises to test the IMT. The exercises alternate
between offshore facilities, with all completed IMT exercises
recorded.

S O C I A L A N D H U M A N C A P I TA L

As an operator of two offshore oil and gas facilities in Australia,
Jadestone is committed to managing major incident risk and
developing robust response capabilities in line with regulatory
requirements and industry best practice.

Montara control room

GOVERNANCE AND LEADERSHIP

Effective Risk Management and Incident
Response in the unlikely event of a major
incident are a key priority for Jadestone.
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GRI 102: General disclosures (2016)
Organisational profile
102-1
102-2
102-3
102-4
102-5
102-6
102-7
102-8
102-9
102-10
102-11
102-12
102-13

Name of organisation
Activities, brands, products and services
Location of headquarters
Location of operations
Ownership and legal form
Markets served
Scale of the organisation
Information on employees and other workers
Supply chain
Significant changes to the organisation and its supply chain
Precautionary principle or approach
External initiatives endorsed
Membership of associations

page 3
page 3, Annual Report 2020 pages 14-21
page 3
page 3, Annual Report 2020 pages 14-21
page 3
page 3
pages 33-35, Annual Report 2020 pages 4, 16-21
pages 33-35
page 28, 30
Annual Report 2020 page 10
page 13
page 4
page 4

Strategy
102-14

Statement from senior decision-maker

page 6

Ethics and integrity
102-16

Values, principles, standards, and norms of behaviour

pages 39-40

Governance
102-18

Governance structure

pages 39-40, Annual Report 2020 pages 82-111

Stakeholder engagement
102-40
List of stakeholder groups
102-41
Collective bargaining agreements
102-42
Identifying and selecting stakeholders
102-43
Approach to stakeholder engagement
102-44
Key topics and concerns raised
Reporting practice
102-45
102-46
102-47
102-48
102-49
102-50
102-51
102-52
102-54
102-54
102-55
102-56

Entities included in the consolidated financial statements
Defining report content and topic boundaries
List of material topics
Restatement of information
Changes in reporting
Reporting period
Date of most recent report
Reporting cycle
Contact point for questions regarding the report
Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI standards
GRI content index
External assurance

Discharges and Emissions
103-1
Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary
103-2
The management approach and its components
103-3
Evaluation of the management approach
GRI 303: Water and Effluents (2018)
303-1
Interactions with water as a shared resource
303-2
Management of water discharge-related impacts
GRI 305: Emissions (2016)
305-7
Nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulfur oxides (SOX), and other significant air emissions
GRI 306: Waste (2020)
306-1
Waste generation and significant waste-related impacts

Description

Climate Change and GHG
103-1
Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary
103-2
The management approach and its components
103-3
Evaluation of the management approach
GRI 305: Emissions (2016)
305-1
Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions
305-2
Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions
305-5
Reduction of GHG emissions
GRI 302: Energy (2016)
302-1
Energy consumption within the organisation
Occupational Health & Safety
103-1
Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary
103-2
The management approach and its components
103-3
Evaluation of the management approach
GRI 403: Occupational Health ad Safety (2018)
403-1
Occupational health and safety management system
403-2
Hazard identification, risk assessment, and incident investigation health and safety
403-3
Occupational health services
403-4
Worker participation, consultation, and communication on occupational health and safety
403-5
Worker training on occupational health and safety
403-9
Work-related injuries
403-10
Work-related ill health

page 28
page 34
page 10, 28
pages 28-29
pages 28-29

Workforce Management & Diversity
103-1
Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary
103-2
The management approach and its components

Annual Report 2020 pages 16-21
page 4, 10
page 10
page 4
page 4, 10
page 4
2019
page 4
page 4
page 4
pages 45-46
page 4

Stakeholder Management
* As per general disclosures GRI 102-40 to 102-44
103-1
Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary
103-2
The management approach and its components
103-3
Evaluation of the management approach

Topic-specific disclosures
Environmental Management and Regulatory Management
103-1
Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary
103-2
The management approach and its components
103-3
Evaluation of the management approach
GRI 307 (2016): Environmental Compliance
307-1
Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations
GRI 306: Effluents and Waste (2016)
306-3
Significant spills

Standard
Disclosure

page 13
pages 13-14
pages 13-15
pages 14-15
pages 17-18
pages 16-18
pages 16-18
pages 16-18
pages 16-18
pages 16-18
pages 16-18
page 17

103-3
Evaluation of the management approach
GRI 405: Diversity and Equal opportunity
405-1
Diversity of governance bodies and employees

Leadership & Governance*, Business Ethics & Transparency, Regulatory Management
* As per general disclosures GRI 102-18
103-1
Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary
103-2
The management approach and its components
103-3
Evaluation of the management approach
GRI 205: Anti-Corruption (2016)
205-3
Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken
GRI 206: Anti-competitive behaviour (2016)
206-1
Legal actions for anti-competitive behaviour, anti-trust, and monopoly Practices
Asset Integrity & Process Safety
103-1
Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary
103-2
The management approach and its components
103-3
Evaluation of the management approach
GRI 306: Effluents and Waste (2016)
306-3
Significant spills
Critical Incident Risk Management
103-1
Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary
103-2
The management approach and its components
103-3
Evaluation of the management approach
GRI 306: Effluents and Waste (2016)
306-3
Significant spills
Economic Performance and Contribution
103-1
Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary
103-2
The management approach and its components
103-3
Evaluation of the management approach
GRI 203: Indirect Economic Impacts (2016)
203-1
Infrastructure investments and services supported
203-2
Significant indirect economic impacts
GRI 201: Economic Performance (2016)
201-1
Direct economic value generated and distributed
201-2
Financial implications and other risks and opportunities due to climate change

Reference
pages 19-20
pages 19-22
pages 19-22
pages 20-21
pages 20-21
pages 19-22
pages 20-21
pages 25-27
pages 25-27
pages 25-27
page 26
page 26
page 26-27
page 26-27
page 26, 34
page 27
page 27
pages 33-35
pages 33-35

ENVIRONMENT

Reference

pages 33-35
pages 34-35

page 28
page 28
pages 28-29

page 39
pages 39-40
pages 39-40
page 40
page 40
page 41
pages 41-42
pages 41-42
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Description

pages 14-15
page 43
pages 43-44
pages 43-44
pages 14-15
Annual Report 2020 page 25, page 30
Annual Report 2020 page 25, page 30
Annual Report 2020 page 25, page 30
pages 30-31
pages 30-31
Annual Report 2020 pages 25-31
page 22
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Standard
Disclosure
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